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Executive Summary

On 1 April 2003, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (the Commission) received a draft price notification from Airservices Australia (Airservices).

Airservices is proposing a 6.95% increase to uncapped Terminal Navigation (TN) and Aviation Rescue and Fire-fighting (ARFF) ports, with a small number of exceptions, from 1 July 2003. Airservices does not propose to increase the price of en-route Navigation (EN). The increases are proposed as temporary, applying for a 12-month period until 30 June 2004.

In revenue terms, the increased prices would be expected to add around $16m to Airservices’ revenue in 2003/04. Of this total, $11.3m comes from TN services and $4.8m from ARFF services.\(^1\)

Air traffic control and ARFF services are declared pursuant to section 21 of the Prices Surveillance Act 1983 (PS Act). Pursuant to section 22 of the PS Act, Airservices is required to notify the Commission of proposed increases to the prices of these services. The Commission may respond to the notification by either not objecting to the proposed prices, or not objecting to increases lower than the proposed prices (including no increase).

Airservices has provided the Commission with a draft price notification. The Commission released an Issues Paper in early April, calling for submissions. Submissions were received from airlines, airports and government, all of which opposed the proposed increases.

This document represents the Commission’s Preliminary View on Airservices’ draft notification. The preliminary view is to object to the proposed price increases.

The main reason for the Commission’s objection is that Airservices has failed to address the Commission’s previously expressed preference for a longer-term approach to pricing. Instead, Airservices is seeking temporary price increases on the basis of short-term cost and activity forecasts.

Furthermore, the pricing proposal put forward by Airservices does not address issues previously identified by the Commission, on related matters such as operating efficiency incentives and asset valuation. As such, Airservices has not made a strong case for price increases, particularly at a time in which the aviation industry as a whole is under significant duress.

\(^1\) These revenue figures are based on current prices, and the volume projections provided by Airservices.
In such circumstances, the Commission considers it should object to Airservices’ proposal as it currently stands. Were it to act otherwise, there would be little incentive for Airservices to resolve the issues identified. Most particularly, there would be little incentive for Airservices to work with its customers towards agreeing upon a longer-term pricing model.

A longer-term pricing model has advantages over Airservices’ current approach to pricing in that it provides stronger incentives for Airservices to provide services at the lowest possible cost. Furthermore, by sharing with users the risks associated with changes in demand, Airservices should face better incentives to time investments efficiently.

The Commission acknowledges that Airservices has taken steps to address issues previously identified in relation to CSOs and pricing services on the basis of their separable costs. Furthermore, the Commission notes that there may currently be some cross-subsidisation of the costs of terminal navigation and ARFF services by charges for en-route services. Nonetheless, these factors do not outweigh the Commission’s other concerns.

The Commission is now seeking comments on this Preliminary View. Submissions should be delivered to the Commission by close of business on Friday 6 June 2003 and addressed to:

Margaret Arblaster  
General Manager – Transport and Prices Oversight  
Regulatory Affairs Division  
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission  
GPO Box 520J  
MELBOURNE VIC 3001

Alternatively, submissions may be e-mailed to the following addresses:

margaret.arblaster@accc.gov.au and richard.home@accc.gov.au.

Following receipt of a formal price notification from Airservices, the Commission has 21 days in which to release a final decision. On the basis of the Commission’s original timetable, this decision would be expected to be released in late June.
Part A: Introduction

On 1 April 2003, the Commission received a Preliminary Pricing Proposal from Airservices Australia (Airservices), proposing changes to the pricing of certain services, in accordance with the Prices Surveillance Act 1983 (PS Act). The lodgement of the Proposal followed preliminary discussions with the Commission and is intended be followed by the formal notification of a proposed increase in price pursuant to the PS Act later in the year. The proposal is available on the Commission’s website at www.accc.gov.au/airport.airserv.html.

Airservices is proposing a 6.95% increase to uncapped Terminal Navigation (TN) and Aviation Rescue and Fire fighting (ARFF) ports, with a small number of exceptions, from 1 July 2003. Airservices does not propose to increase the price of en-route navigation services. Budgeted returns and the methodology used to calculate the returns are provided in the draft notification. The increases are proposed as temporary, applying for a 12-month period until 30 June 2004.

The Commission notes that the proposed price increase is to be applied uniformly across most major airports. Airservices has also indicated the possibility of seeking further price increases later in the financial year.

The Commission last received a notification from Airservices on 23 July 2002. In that case, the Commission did not object to a temporary weighted average increase of 5.1% across all services, including increases of 3.9% in en-route navigation for the 2002/03 financial year.

In January 2003, Airservices reduced en-route charges back to their 30 June 2002 level. No changes were made to TN or ARFF prices at that time.

The current notification proposes increases in ARFF and TN charges in addition to the average 5.9% increase in terminal navigation and average 8.1% increase in ARFF charges approved by the Commission in its decision last year.

1 Airservices Australia’s Proposal

Airservices states that during 2002/03, activity growth has proved to be well below the forecast accepted by the Commission in its decision last year. Airservices estimates that activity growth for the year will equal 1.7%, just over half the budget assumption of 2.9%. Airservices is concerned that this figure may fall further depending on the impact of the war in Iraq. Airservices also advises that a significant

---

2 Terminal navigation charges at Adelaide, Brisbane, Cairns, Canberra, Coolangatta, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney airports are proposed to increase by 6.95%. Similarly, charges for aviation fire-fighting and rescue at these airports – as well as Darwin, Alice Springs, Hobart, and Launceston airports - are proposed to increase by 6.95%. Larger increases in terminal navigation charges at Hamilton Island, and aviation fire-fighting and rescue charges at Mackay and Rockhampton, are also proposed. Full details of the proposed prices are available in Airservices’ submission, available on the ACCC website at www.accc.gov.au.

increase in costs may have an impact. It estimates that the 1.2% shortfall in budgeted growth already equates to $6 million in lost revenue.

Airservices has now developed an updated financial plan for 2003/04, which proposes a 2.7% weighted average increase to current prices. This planned revenue increase is predicated on a 2.3% weighted average growth in activity for 2003/04. The activity growth rate assumptions adopted for this proposal take some account of the impact of global insecurity but does not include the impact of the SARS virus scare, or the war in Iraq.

En route services are expected to maintain a reasonable rate of return at current prices and therefore are not included in this draft notification. The increase will be applied as a flat increase of 6.95% on current prices at uncapped TN and ARFF locations. The exceptions will be:

- Darwin and Townsville TN services, where the price to cover the use of facilities only will not change (Defence currently provides air traffic services at these airports);
- Hamilton Island, where the TN price will increase to the same level as other capped regional locations in order to minimise the losses incurred at this airport;
- ARFF services impacted by new CASA regulations, where prices will rise to recover the incremental recurring costs of upgraded services and an appropriate share of any start-up costs for new services.

Airservices requests that this increase be levied for a temporary period of 12 months from 1 July 2003. Furthermore, based on Building Block calculations, Airservices claims that the revenues planned for 2003/04 will be at least $6 million below “allowable” revenues indicated by the model.

In addition, Airservices states that the proposed prices do not recover a $10 million shortfall in the funding of the community service obligations at capped tower locations.

In Airservices’ current notification, the asset and operating and maintenance related costs have been separated into regulated and unregulated service lines. However, Airservices suggests that more detailed allocations of asset values to specific services are not currently feasible.4

Airservices also states that the level of consultation and transparency over costs has increased, with capital expenditure plans for the next 5 years being shared with customers. Airservices indicates that this will be the start of an ongoing regular consultation process to link capital expenditure programs with customer expectations over pricing outcomes.

However, in response to the Commission’s previous recommendation that a long-term pricing approach be adopted by Airservices, Airservices responds that the current

---

volatile environment has made this “impractical and undesirable to adopt” at the present moment.

2 Legislative Framework

The provision of air traffic control services and airport rescue and fire fighting services is declared pursuant to section 21 of the PS Act. The relevant declaration, Declaration Number 66, is available from the Commission’s website. Pursuant to section 22 of the PS Act, Airservices is required to notify the Commission of proposed increases in prices of the declared services. The Commission may respond to the notification by either not objecting to the proposed prices, or not objecting to increases lower than the proposed price increase (including no increase).

The statutory criteria for assessing a notification are set out in subsection 17(3) of the PS Act. This sub-section specifies that in assessing a notification, the Commission is required to have particular regard to:

17 (3) (a) the need to maintain investment and employment, including the influence of profitability on investment and employment;

(b) the need to discourage a person who is in a position substantially to influence a market for goods or services from taking advantage of that power in setting prices; and

(c) the need to discourage cost increases arising from increases in wages and changes in conditions of employment inconsistent with principles established by relevant industrial tribunals.

The Commission is of the view that, in relation to these first two criteria, an important consideration is that in an open and competitive market economy efficient provision of services underpins investment and employment opportunity. Investment and employment in the national economy will be promoted when firms produce goods or services efficiently and charge prices which correspond as closely as possible to competitive levels.

Monopoly suppliers do not necessarily produce goods or services at efficient cost levels or at competitive prices. If higher than efficient prices for intermediate services and products are passed on to the rest of the economy, there is a resultant loss in technical and allocative efficiency and potentially therefore in investment and employment opportunity.

The Commission considers that encouraging efficient pricing outcomes in line with more competitive conditions implies that price increases should stem from a cost base which is efficient and involves only appropriate margins.

Given this broad context, the Commission in assessing price notifications will direct its attention to:

---

5 *ibid*, p8.
• the efficiency of the cost base that the declared company is working from to earn a return; and
• the reasonableness of the rate of return that the declared company is seeking.

The third criterion outlined in paragraph 17(3)(c) no longer appears to be directly relevant to a prices notification because of changes to industrial relations legislation and wage determination practice. More details on these and other aspects of the Commission’s approach to price notification is contained in its Draft Statement of Regulatory Approach to Price Notifications document, available on the website.

3 Process of assessment

The Commission received a draft notification from Airservices on 1 April 2003. The Commission released an Issues Paper on 10 April 2003, calling for submissions by close of business, 28 April 2003. A list of the submissions is set out in Appendix A.

This document represents the Commission’s Preliminary View of Airservices’ draft notification. The Commission is now seeking comments on this Preliminary View. Submissions should be delivered to the Commission by close of business on Friday 6 June 2003 and addressed to:

Margaret Arblaster
General Manager – Transport and Prices Oversight
Regulatory Affairs Division
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
GPO Box 520J
MELBOURNE VIC 3001

Alternatively, submissions may be e-mailed to the following addresses: margaret.arblaster@accc.gov.au and richard.home@accc.gov.au

4 About Airservices

Airservices is a statutory monopoly established under the Air Services Act 1995 (AS Act) as a commercial authority responsible for a range of functions including the provision of safe and environmentally sound air traffic management and related services. It also has a responsibility under this Act to promote and foster aviation. Airservices operates 26 air traffic control towers, 15 fire stations and an extensive network of facilities throughout the country, with approximately 2900 employees.

Airservices’ en route air navigation services cover approximately 11% of the world’s airspace including not only Australia’s sovereign airspace, but also international airspace over the Pacific and Indian Oceans.

Airservices is a very significant organisation within the aviation industry in Australia, generating over $500m in total annual revenue. By way of comparison, Airservices’ charges are of more significance to airlines than fees and charges levied by all airports combined. In 2001/02 Airservices generated $478m in airways revenue, compared to
a total of $412m in aeronautical revenue generated by airports formerly subject to price surveillance.

4.1 Legislative framework

This section outlines the main provisions of the AS Act and the Commonwealth Authorities and Companies Act 1997 (CAC Act) under which Airservices currently operates.

4.1.1 Air Services Act 1995

The section below covers the key provisions of the AS Act which affect Airservices’ operations and strategies.

(a) Airservices Australia’s functions

Under section 8 of the AS Act, Airservices is responsible for:
- Providing facilities to permit safe navigation of aircraft within Australian administered airspace;
- Promoting and fostering civil aviation in Australia;
- Providing the following services for the purposes of giving effect to the Chicago Convention or for purposes relating to the safety, regularity or efficiency of air navigation:
  - Air traffic services;
  - Aeronautical information service;
  - Rescue and fire fighting service;
  - Aeronautical radio navigation service; and
  - An aeronautical telecommunications service.
- Co-operating with the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) in relation to the investigation of aircraft accidents and incidents;
- Performing activities to protect the environment from the effects of, and effects associated with, the operation of Commonwealth jurisdiction aircraft;
- Performing functions prescribed by the regulations in relation to the effects of, and effects associated with, the operation of Commonwealth jurisdiction aircraft;
- Performing any functions conferred under the Air Navigation Act 1922;
- Performing any other functions prescribed by the regulations; and
- Providing consultancy and management services relating to any of the above matters.

Airservices may provide its services and facilities both within and outside Australian territory.

In performing its functions, it is required under section 9 of the AS Act to regard the safety of air navigation as the most important consideration and under section 10 to consult with government, commercial, industrial, consumer and other relevant bodies.

---

In 1998 the Government amended the AS Act to require Airservices to operate in a way that promotes the aviation industry.

(b) **Ministerial role in price setting**

Under section 53 of the AS Act, the Board of Airservices may set charges for services and facilities. Under section 54, however, the Board must provide the Minister with written notice of the proposed determination and the Minister may approve or disapprove the proposed determination. Section 54(3) states that the Board may only make its determination if it has been approved by the Minister or if the period by which the Minister must provide the Board a notice has expired.

(c) **Corporate plan**

In preparing a corporate plan under section 17 of the *Commonwealth Authorities and Companies Act 1997*, Airservices is required under section 13 of the AS Act to have regard to eight matters including:

- the need for aviation safety;
- the need to maintain a reasonable level of reserves having regard to future infrastructure requirements;
- the need to earn a reasonable rate of return on assets (other than assets wholly or principally used in the provision of search and rescue services); and
- the expectation of the Government that it will pay a reasonable dividend.

Under section 14, the Minister may direct changes to the corporate plan in regard to financial targets and performance indicators.

(d) **Minister’s directions under section 16 of AS Act**

Under section 16 of the AS Act, the Minister may give written directions to Airservices relating to the performance of its functions. Particulars of any directions are to be included in Airservices’ annual report.

Under subsection 16(4) of the AS Act, if Airservices satisfies the Minister that it will incur financial detriment in complying with a direction, the Government may provide reimbursement. Financial detriment is taken to include incurring costs that are greater than would otherwise have been incurred, and foregoing revenue that would otherwise have been received.
5 Airservices’ Previous Notification

On 23 July 2002 Airservices provided the Commission with a notification proposing increases to the prices of enroute, TN and ARFF prices at a number of locations. The proposal was made as a consequence of the collapse of Ansett and in response to lower traffic volumes following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. In that case, the Commission did not object to a temporary weighted increase of 5.1% across all services, including an average increase of 5.9% for TN, an average increase of 8.1% for ARFF and an increase of 3.9% in en route navigation for the 2002/03 financial year.

In January 2003, Airservices reduced en route charges back to their 30 June 2002 level. No changes were made to TN or ARFF prices at that time.
Part B: The Commission’s Assessment

The building block methodology\(^7\) has been used by the Commission in past regulatory decisions, including the 2002 Airservices decision to assess the revenue required for the provision of regulated services, giving consideration to the need for the declared company to earn a reasonable rate of return. Airservices has made use of the building block approach in its current pricing proposal.

Under this model required revenue is defined as the sum of projected efficient operating and maintenance costs, the return of capital and the return on capital. Utilising the required revenue and forecast activity, proposed price increases are then assessed.

The Commission in its 2002 decision raised a number of issues which it considers relevant to its current consideration of the Airservices preliminary price proposal. Specifically in its earlier decision the Commission was concerned that:

- it was unable to independently verify the efficiency of Airservices’ cost base;
- it could not be assured that technical efficiency improvements had been exhausted or if such improvements would continue to be pursued;
- in the absence of sufficient information from Airservices, it was unable to determine the extent to which the recovery of costs for unfunded non-commercial activities (NCAs) and Community Service Obligations (CSOs) were appropriate; and
- Airservices had not, from the outset, provided sufficient information for the Commission to undertake a thorough review of asset values.

The Commission also recommended that in future pricing proposals, Airservices adopt a longer term view of price setting and allow for a thorough review of its cost structure. In addition, the Commission noted that in future it would prefer efficiency incentives built into Airservices’ pricing structure, and that it preferred an economic rate of return to the accounting based measures of return used by Airservices.

In making its 2002 decision not to object to the temporary price increases sought by Airservices the Commission took into account that Airservices had passed on significant real price decreases to customers over the five year period commencing in 1997/98 and ending in 2001/02.

From the Commission’s perspective the 2002 price notification represented the first time for several years that it had been involved in a significant Airservices price notification where price increases were sought. In particular, prior to the 2002 price notification process it had not formally identified to Airservices its concerns about the setting of prices based on short-term accounting rate of return targets.

In view of this the Commission in the 2002 decision provided clear direction to Airservices of the areas that it expected Airservices to address in any future price

\(^7\) The ACCC’s approach to applying the building block approach is set out in the ACCC (1) Draft Statement of Principles for the Regulation of Transmission Revenues, May 1999, and the (2) Post-Tax Revenue Model, October 2001.
notification. Many of the significant issues flagged in the 2002 decision, however, are not addressed in the current price proposal.

As a consequence, Airservices is seeking approval for a price increase for a second successive year without major issues relevant to the Commission’s deliberations being resolved. These issues are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
6 Long term pricing model

6.1 Introduction

As previously noted in Part A, the Commission considers the building block methodology provides an effective platform for Airservices to develop a long term pricing model. Such a model could incorporate an incentive mechanism such as a CPI-X price cap that could encourage and reward improvements in long-term cost efficiency, recognising the return on investment from improved productivity and innovation which drives down operating and maintenance costs. If these efficiencies are greater than the X factor then Airservices will retain the higher level of profits while sharing the benefits up to the X factor with its customers. Similarly, such an approach would reward Airservices for innovations that generate additional traffic volumes.

6.2 Airservices’ position

Airservices’ current proposal is to increase temporarily some of its TN and ARFF prices for a 12 month period commencing from 1 July 2003.

Airservices argues that the aviation industry faces considerable uncertainty as to the shape of the environment in the short to medium term and that this makes long-term pricing impractical and undesirable. Consequently, only a one year pricing proposal has been adopted. Airservices has also indicated that if forecast activity levels are not realised then it may be left with no choice but to make a supplementary pricing submission, aimed at making up the shortfall in revenue through higher prices.

Airservices has recognised the Commission’s previous recommendation for more stability in pricing but argues it is not appropriate to develop a medium term price path at the present time as the change in demand and the strategies required to meet that change cannot be reliably forecast.

Airservices does note, however, that close attention is being given to a discussion paper recently received from Qantas, and supported by BARA, which argues for a model broadly in keeping with the Commission’s views on this issue.

6.3 Views of interested parties

BARA rejects the views articulated in Airservices’ preliminary pricing notification that a longer-term approach is “unpractical and undesirable” and that its pricing approach is “in the best interests of customers”. According to BARA what the global aviation industry requires more than anything at the moment is certainty. It further argues that the best way Airservices can contribute to that requirement and promote and foster civil aviation in Australia is to bring forward a pricing proposal that gives certainty about the level of services provided and the associated prices charged in the medium term.

BARA also argues that it is possible for Airservices to develop a long term pricing model in the current environment. In particular BARA notes that similar organisations overseas, such as the National Air Traffic Service in the United
Kingdom operate in the same environment as Airservices within the context of a longer term pricing model. In addition airlines and airports have recently negotiated a number of agreements covering price, service quality, investment, consultation and contractual terms which have a life of 5 years. Furthermore domestic carriers have entered into even longer long-term terminal access agreements in relation to a number of terminals previously controlled by Ansett. BARA therefore argues that it is possible to reach medium term agreements in the current environment.

BARA also argues that Airservices is different from airports in three relevant regards that should mean it is easier for Airservices to reach a medium term agreement with airlines:

- it has a superior credit rating (Airservices is rated AAA, the best rating held by an airport is Melbourne with A-) and a lower gearing ratio, indicating a greater capacity to bear financial risk;
- it has greater corporate resources than airports to develop such a proposal - it is notable that aeronautical revenue collected by Airservices from airlines exceeds the combined aeronautical revenue collected from airlines by all the major capital city and regional airports in Australia; and
- by its own admission it is less motivated by profit than privatised airports.

According to BARA these point to Airservices having a financial capacity to provide a long term pricing structure that is superior to that of airports. BARA therefore argues that either Airservices management is not able itself to develop such an agreement (raising questions about Airservices’ efficiency) or that its shareholder is not prepared to accept the financial risks involved.

Qantas argues that the current volatile situation in the aviation industry is not a valid reason for Airservices inability to adopt a longer-term view of price setting. Nor is it a reason to disallow a thorough review of its cost base. At a minimum, Qantas believes that Airservices should have developed a financial (cost) model, based on current service requirements, for review by the Commission.

According to Qantas the current ‘year on year’ price setting approach by Airservices severely inhibits the ability of the Commission to adequately address its obligations under the Prices Surveillance Act 1983 (PS Act), which in turn generates less efficient pricing outcomes. This situation occurs because the price-setting approach by Airservices does not allow for a number of key issues to be addressed, namely:

- justification of its operating costs for the current year, in this case 2003-04;
- identification of changes to costs attributable to regulatory changes;
- incorporation of anticipated savings from ‘cost saving’ capital expenditure; and
- robust establishment and tracking of asset values for pricing purposes.

Virgin Blue is also concerned that Airservices’ focus on short terms events as the justification for TN and ARFF price increases places undue emphasis on short term fluctuations in aviation traffic and will undermine any incentive Airservices has to reduce costs and increase productivity over the medium to long term. According to Virgin Blue if Airservices were required to strive for greater efficiency and lower cost
structures over the long-term they would be better able to sustain sudden or short-term losses without the need to continually request price increases. Virgin Blue suggests that “prices, especially those charged by a monopolist, tend to be “sticky” in the sense that prices very rarely fall as far or as quickly as they are raised, even if the cause of the price increase disappears unexpectedly”8.

Virgin Blue also argues that Airservices’ unwillingness to rule out further requests for price increases in the future indicates that Airservices considers price increases to be the main method by which it will maintain profitability over the short to medium term. Virgin Blue is concerned that any failure by the Commission to oppose Airservices pricing proposal may give Airservices’ “management the impression or belief that any future short term decline in profitability can also be offset by further price rises at the expense of cost reductions and efficiency gains”9.

The Mackay Port Authority (MPA), which administers Mackay Airport, points out that when it was faced with similar problems to Airservices following the events of September 11 2001 and the collapse of Ansett and Flight West it adopted a different approach to pricing its services than Airservices. It also suggests that rather than taking a “no risk” approach to the current volatile situation in the aviation industry and simply raise the cost of its services, Airservices should share the risk with other industry partners and develop innovative ways to keep prices down. MPA notes that the approach it adopted was to closely examine its cost structure and make savings as well as encourage Virgin Blue and Qantas to increase services by offering incentives. As a consequence MPA argues it had to forgo and risk its return on investment for eighteen months and take a long term approach rather than just increase prices to restore profits. Furthermore MPA argues that “had MPA taken the Airservices approach airport charges would have increased, Virgin Blue would not have commenced operation and passenger numbers shrunk”10.

The Regional Aviation Association of Australia argues that at a time when the aviation industry is struggling to remain viable it is “incomprehensible that one sector of the aviation industry (Airservices) would seek to increase charges on the airline sector which is reducing services and retrenching staff in order to remain viable”. They also state that “it is unacceptable that a monopoly provider increases costs to ensure profitability, when the very reason for the downturn in its profitability is the downturn in profitability of the industry it services”11.

IATA supports a longer term view of price setting that will take in to account traffic growth and efficiency gains. IATA also notes that a long term approach to pricing will facilitate closer co-operation between the airlines and the service providers in determining new investments in infrastructure and the impact of such investments on cost.

---

8 Virgin Blue submission, 9 May 2003 p5.
9 ibid, p9.
10 Mackay Port Authority submission, April 2003 p6.
11 Regional Aviation Association of Australia submission, 28 April 2003 p2.
6.4 Analysis and conclusion

The Commission, in its July 2002 decision not objecting to Airservices’ temporary price increases, provided a clear message to Airservices of its expectation that in future pricing proposals, Airservices would adopt a longer term view of price setting and allow for a thorough review of its cost structure.

The Commission therefore considers that Airservices’ current pricing proposal should have articulated a plan for a long term price path. Instead, Airservices’ proposal is for a second successive temporary price increase for 12 months, commencing from 1 July 2003. In addition the Commission and Airservices’ customers have not been provided with an opportunity to thoroughly review Airservices’ cost structure. For example, no detailed Optimised Depreciated Replacement Cost (ODRC) valuation of its asset base was provided, and detailed productivity studies benchmarking the performance of all Airservices’ business units against best practice standards do not appear to be available.

In considering Airservices’ current proposal the Commission recognises that current international uncertainties associated with international factors such as the war in Iraq and the SARS outbreak has made it difficult to develop accurate air traffic forecasts.

The Commission considers, however, that even in this current environment it would still be possible for Airservices to develop a longer term price path that would provide greater certainty on future pricing to Airservices’ users. In particular the Commission notes that a number of aviation businesses in Australia and overseas operating in the same business environment as Airservices have been able to develop longer term pricing paths. In the Australian context the Commission is aware that a number of airports have recently concluded long term pricing agreements with airlines. The Commission is also aware that that the UK’s air traffic manager NATS continues to operate under a long term price path. (See Appendix B for more discussion of international approaches to pricing of air navigation services).

The Commission considers that a longer-term price path provides much stronger incentives for Airservices to minimise the costs of providing its services than the current short-term approach. It is noteworthy that the period 1997 through to 2001 – in which Airservices achieved savings in annual costs in the order of $100 million – coincided with a self-imposed commitment to real price reductions. That is, Airservices effectively imposed its own price cap.

A long-term approach would also represent a better sharing of risk than is currently the case. Airservices would bear more risk associated with the management of costs, as well as risk associated with the variability of activity over a number of years. Exposure to such risk is an important discipline on management decisions over the timing and extent of new investments.

A longer term pricing path should also lead to more stable prices over time. In contrast, Airservices’ current annual approach to pricing - based upon achieving a given rate of return - is counter cyclical and likely to lead to price increases when demand falls and price reductions when demand increases.
Airservices’ pricing proposal is of particular concern to industry as it involves an increase in a period when demand is still recovering from a particularly depressed level in 2002/03. In such periods of low demand, a price increase could have a more severe impact on users and activity levels. By contrast, price paths provide a smooth transition for airlines and other users, allowing them to plan investment, by mitigating against future shocks.

By way of illustration, the Commission notes that it would be possible for Airservices to levy a smaller price increase generating the same revenue (in present value terms) over a longer period. This would shift some of the burden to later periods when demand might be expected to be stronger. An example of this principle, as applied to the proposed TN increase, is detailed at Box 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 1: Impact of Implementing Proposed 2003/04 Increases In Terminal Navigation Prices Over a 5 Year Time Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This example identifies how it would be possible for Airservices to generate the equivalent revenue that it is currently proposing to generate in 2003/04 from increases in TN prices over a 5 year time horizon. The Commission has assumed a conservative activity growth forecast of 1% p.a. in its calculations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airservices’ proposed price increases for Terminal Navigation (6.95% for most locations) would yield additional revenue of $11.3m in 2003/04, and no more if prices then reverted to 2002/03 levels. An equivalent approach would be a constant rate of price increase of 0.6% per annum, accumulating for 5 years. This would yield the same value of discounted revenue (discounted at assumed nominal WACC of 9% pa). The amount of additional revenue over revenue at current prices would build from $0.9m in 2003/04 to $4.8m in 2007/08. Note that, to be equivalent to the temporary one-year increase, the price after 5 years would have to return to the original level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another approach equivalent to the temporary 6.95% would be a one-step increase in 2003/04, then holding the price at that level for 5 years. A price increase of 1.6% over the current price, yielding an additional $2.6m a year for 5 years, would yield the same discounted revenue as Airservices’ proposed temporary price increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar percentage price increases would apply for Aviation Rescue &amp; Fire Fighting charges.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certainty and stability of prices allows users of services to better plan efficient investments which is particularly important in the aviation industry given the size of “lumpy” investments required by airlines in high value assets such as aircraft. A long term price path should also provide better investment signals to Airservices than short-term rate of return regulation. Under short-term rate of return regulation a monopolist such as Airservices has weaker incentives to rigorously assess the value of an investment, which can lead to over-investment in capital as the cost of the investment can simply be re-couped through higher prices. A longer term pricing path would therefore ensure Airservices considers longer term activity levels when deciding upon investments.

A long term price path is also consistent with the principle of dynamic efficiency, which occurs when firms have appropriate incentives to invest, innovate and reduce costs over time. In an open and competitive economy, efficient provision of services underpins investment and employment opportunity. Welfare-enhancing investment and employment in the national economy will be promoted when firms produce goods
or services at least cost and charge prices which correspond as closely as possible to competitive levels. Although a competitive benchmark may be lacking in industries subject to price surveillance, economically efficient prices would, as in competitive areas, reflect least-cost production with profit margins allowing a normal rate of return on capital.

The Commission therefore considers that the development of a long term pricing model is achievable and would provide a level of certainty and flatten the impact of cyclical changes in activity levels on Airservices’ charges.

The Commission encourages Airservices to work together with its customers towards the introduction of such an approach.
7 Dual Till/Multi Till pricing

7.1 Introduction

As noted earlier, the building block methodology has been used by the Commission in various industries to assess the revenue required for the provision of a regulated service, giving consideration to the need for the declared company to earn a reasonable rate of return. Utilising the required revenue and forecast activity, proposed price increases are then assessed.

Under a single till approach an organisation is considered in its entirety and on this basis the inputs into the required revenue calculation are the total assets and the total operating and maintenance costs required for the provision of all services. The dual till approach, in contrast, separates regulated and non-regulated services. It then determines the required revenue for the regulated services by reference to those assets used for the provision of that service and costs directly attributable to the service, plus an allowance for joint costs.

The Commission in its 2002 decision recommended that Airservices move away from single till pricing and give consideration towards the adoption of a multi-till approach (which would separate en route navigational services, location specific terminal navigation services and location specific aviation rescue and fire fighting services). The Commission in this decision also identified that if a multi-till approach were to be adopted a detailed analysis of the allocation of assets, costs and revenues across services and locations would be required.

7.2 Airservices’ position

Airservices has assessed its temporary 2003/04 pricing proposal using a dual till approach within the building block methodology. Under this dual till approach there has been a separation of the assets and operating and maintenance related building blocks into regulated and unregulated service lines.

According to Airservices this is the first step in moving toward the adoption of a multi-till approach that would further divide the regulated services into its component service elements.

Airservices adopts a predominantly activity-based approach to the determination of costs by service and location. Airservices claims that this ensures that the prices of specific services and locations align with the organisation’s pricing philosophy of ‘user pays’, and supports capital investment decision making.

The allocation of costs to unregulated services is achieved through either the direct costing of an independent function (eg staff and consumables for Airservices Australia’s Publications Centre), or on an activity basis that includes the use of timesheets and quantity drivers (eg CPU seconds for IT usage). Group and corporate overheads are allocated to this till on a basis consistent with that applied to the regulated business till.
In allocating costs to the individual regulated services at particular locations, a mix of direct costing, activity based allocation and generic allocations are applied.

Airservices states that the cost allocation methodologies for each regulatory cost type are as follows:

**Directly Costed**  50% of regulated service costs can be directly attributed to a particular service and location. This includes the air traffic controllers at a particular tower and the rescue and fire fighters at a particular station and depreciation of assets that are solely attributable to a service location.

**NAS Services**  The National Airway System (NAS) is the technical asset infrastructure supporting air traffic services. This includes radars, navigation aids, towers, radios and operational software. NAS services refers to the cost of technical maintenance and support of this infrastructure, amounting to some 19% of the regulated services costs. These costs are allocated on activity based costing principles using sophisticated technical maintenance scheduling software applications.

**Shared Services**  Shared services account for approximately 7% of regulated services costs and include non-operational communication and data services, transaction processing (eg. accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll) and information management services. These costs are allocated using activity based costing principles, and include drivers such as transaction usage quantities and timesheets.

**Corporate Initiatives**  These costs represent around 7% of regulated services costs and reflect corporate overheads and specific organisation wide services. They are allocated using direct costs as a generic allocation basis.

**Specialist Support**  Specialist Support costs amount to 18% of regulated services costs and include operational recruitment, training, procedures design and roster management, local human resource and financial management and day-to-day operational management.

In total, approximately 85% of the regulated costs are allocated on a direct or activity cost basis. The remaining 15% (consisting of all corporate costs and over half of specialist support costs) largely reflect common or joint costs for which it is not possible for Airservices to provide a consistent nexus between the cost being incurred and the service at a specific location.

### 7.3 Views of interested parties

Qantas argues that single till pricing is the appropriate methodology that should be adopted by Airservices. According to Qantas a single till would enables Airservices to earn a reasonable return on overall assets and also allow Airservices to promote the
general health of the aviation industry by ensuring any excess revenues from Other Business Activities (OBAs) are passed back to users.

In support of its position, Qantas argues that there are important differences between the provision of non-aeronautical services by airports compared to OBAs by Airservices. Qantas argues there is little comparison between the non-aeronautical activities of airports where the retail merchandising etc require a different set of experience, skills and knowledge to that necessary for the core regulated business. According to Qantas this contrasts with Airservices’ OBAs that are only possible because of the funding, skills and knowledge that it obtains from the provision of core ATM functions.

Qantas further claims that for dual till pricing to be applied appropriately, it is necessary to allocate part of the cost associated with providing core ATM functions to costs associated with OBAs such as contracts gained overseas. However Qantas argues that Airservices has not provided the data for industry to make a considered assessment of the appropriateness of the allocation of overhead costs between the 'normal' business activities that are to be funded by the airlines, and the allocation to the OBAs.

IATA supports Airservices’ use of the dual till system enabling a breakdown of service line profitability.

BARA argues that by moving from a single till to a dual till pricing structure Airservices' performance with regard to operating costs has become clouded.

7.4 Analysis and conclusion

The Commission does not consider that single till pricing should be applied to Airservices. The Commission’s view is that under a single till approach there may be less incentive for Airservices to minimise risk in relation to its OBAs. This is mainly because under a single till system any losses from OBAs could in effect be directly funded by other customers of Airservices through higher charges for regulated services. Consequently, a single till approach may lead to inefficient investment levels. The Commission therefore considers that it is in the best interests of users for Airservices to use dual till or multi-till pricing and to take direct responsibility for managing the risk and returns of its investment in OBAs.

The Commission therefore endorses Airservices decision to move from a single till to a dual till system as a first step in moving toward the adoption of a multi-till approach.

The adoption of a multi-till approach was recommended in the Commission’s 2002 decision (which would separate en route navigational services, location specific terminal navigation services and location specific aviation rescue and fire fighting services) and would be consistent with Airservices’ location specific pricing and the potential future contestability of terminal navigation and aviation rescue and fire fighting services.
The Commission encourages Airservices to continue to give consideration to the adoption of the multi-till approach in future pricing proposals.

On a related issue the Commission notes Qantas’ concerns regarding Airservices’ procedures for allocating costs between its regulated ATM functions and its non-regulated OBAs. In considering this issue the Commission’s view is that the following points are relevant:

- only 15% of Airservices’ regulated costs are not allocated directly or on an activity basis – which means that only a small proportion of costs are likely to raise issues; and
- Airservices has relatively few OBAs.

The Commission therefore considers that issues relating to the allocation of costs between Airservices’ regulated ATM functions and its non-regulated OBAs will be relatively minor.
8 Cost structure efficiency

8.1 Introduction

Operating and maintenance costs play a critical role in determining the required revenue for a declared service and, as a result, the efficiency in which those costs are incurred is a key consideration for the Commission.

In the 2002 decision the Commission noted the absence of any detailed information from Airservices on the efficiency of its cost structure but decided on balance not to object to the proposed operating and maintenance costs for 2002/03. In reaching this view the Commission took into consideration the mitigation strategies implemented by Airservices and its efforts to remove previous operating inefficiencies.

8.2 Airservices’ position

Airservices has not in its current preliminary pricing proposal provided detailed supporting information to verify that its operating and maintenance costs are at efficient levels.

Airservices has identified that in 1997/98 it embarked on a 5 year business transformation (BT) process, which aimed to reduce real prices by 20%, cut costs by $100m and double profitability within five years. These objectives were achieved two years early and Airservices has further noted that its real prices declined each year since the commencement of BT until 2002/03 when real prices increased.

Airservices has also made reference to its history of sharing gains with customers and specifically noting that a one-off windfall gain in 2002/03 arising out of the cross border QTE leasing arrangement enabled the early reversal of en route prices, bringing the reduction forward by 6 months and saving the industry in the order of $5m.

Airservices has identified that it is expecting that costs in 2003/04 will increase by $17.2 million or some 3.4% above planned 2002/03 expenditure levels.

This increase in Airservices’ costs is mainly attributable to the impact of pay rises, totalling some $13.5 million. Further extraordinary costs of $7.1 million (offset in part by savings of $3.5 million) have been identified as a result of higher superannuation contributions of $4.0 million, resulting from the downturn in investment markets, increased insurance premiums of $1.6 million, and the net impact of regulatory changes affecting the level of ARFF operations ($1.5 million).

In providing this information Airservices has identified its difficulty in determining the efficiency of its cost structure and has pointed to a number of benchmarking exercises it has been involved with. According to Airservices these studies have both identified areas where they are performing well, and provided a stimulus to drive innovation to improve performance.
8.3 Views of interested parties

BARA and Qantas have stated that they share the concerns identified last year by the Commission about the lack of evidence of the efficiency of Airservices’ capital and operating cost structure and that Airservices’ current proposal fails to address these concerns.

BARA notes that Airservices has made some efforts to share information with users about its capital program but more detailed analysis is required. BARA argues that the relationship between Airservices’ capital and operating cost structure is complicated and is largely driven by the capacity of Airservices to make certain investments that significantly reduce its operating costs through capital/labour substitution. BARA also argues there is a strong interconnection between the investments made by Airservices and the investments made by users in technology contained within aircraft. Those investments by users have the capacity to reduce the costs of both Airservices and users.

BARA while acknowledging Airservices’ efforts to reduce costs in the past argues that no evidence has been presented in this or previous proposals to show that, either on a location or network basis, Airservices has reached a capital or operating base that is efficient. Moreover, the lack of a forward looking pricing policy gives BARA no confidence that Airservices has in place any incentives to reach the optimal structure of production for the services it provides users.

BARA recommends that the Commission obtain the information it felt was necessary last year to properly assess Airservices’ efficiency prior to making any decision on the matter now before it. That information should be shared with users so that a proper technical evaluation can be made.

Qantas makes the point that while operating and maintenance expenditures account for the majority of its total costs, the level of such costs are strongly influenced by Airservices’ capital program and that many previous cost reductions by Airservices were generated through the introduction of capital investments, such as the Australian Advanced Air Traffic System (TAAATS).

Qantas notes that Airservices has attempted to increase transparency in relation to its capital expenditure program but suggests further improvements in this process are required. Qantas argues that under current processes, many of the capital projects undertaken by Airservices purport to generate efficiencies or cost savings through their implementation, though often no financial information on such savings is provided. Combined with the current short-term price-setting arrangements, Qantas is therefore not confident that cost savings - used in part to justify certain capital projects to Airservices’ board - are actually reflected in the proposed operating and maintenance costs.

Virgin Blue notes that there is currently no transparency in ASA’s cost allocation structure. They also argue that Airservices has not provided any evidence in its preliminary pricing proposal about the extent to which costs for the provision of TN and ARFF services have increased at particular airports. Virgin Blue also “submits
that the ACCC should not consider approving any proposed increase to TN and ARFF charges until Airservices provides more (meaningful) information about its cost allocation structure\textsuperscript{12}.

BARA also argues that Airservices should adopt a longer term view of price setting and allow for a thorough review of its cost structure in future notifications. According to BARA this is the only way to ensure that Airservices’ cost base is efficient and that the benefits of future investment properly flow through into better price and quality outcomes for users. BARA claims Airservices’ current approach to pricing effectively mimics single period rate of return regulation and delivers most of the problems generally predicted from that approach.

Qantas suggests that given its monopoly position Airservices should be subject to pricing arrangements that encourage and reward improvements in long-term cost efficiency. According to Qantas this requires the development of a price path which is based primarily on current costs but also incorporates anticipated improvements in productivity and growth in traffic volumes.

Qantas also argues that an examination of Airservices’ capital program, combined with other initiatives due for implementation that there is sufficient evidence to justify the Commission applying an efficiency dividend of 4% to Airservices’ proposed operating and maintenance costs.

The MPA suggests that Airservices should be more transparent about its cost and revenue requirements. It also notes that in New Zealand the introduction of competition for fire fighting services has led to a reduction in the prices of these services.

8.4 Analysis and conclusion

The Commission recognises the cost mitigation strategies that Airservices has implemented in recent times and the reductions in certain costs that have occurred.

The Commission notes that Airservices has provided information on benchmarking studies which provides an insight into productivity levels within Airservices. In particular, information provided to the Commission suggests that Airservices’ technical support services provides a high quality service but at a cost that is somewhat higher than best industry practice.

Airservices has also provided details of benchmarking studies which compares its performance with air traffic managers in the USA (FAA) and Europe (Eurocontrol). This information supports an assessment that Airservices’ Air Traffic Management (ATM) system, although smaller, is more cost effective than its European and US counterparts. This study also suggests that Airservices has relatively low employment and support costs in comparison to counterparts in the USA and Europe. More importantly, the study suggests Airservices is relatively efficient on a number of measures, including measures of controller productivity and the ratio of support staff per air traffic controller employed.

\textsuperscript{12} Virgin Blue submission, 9 May 2003 p5.
While the international productivity studies supplied by Airservices support an assessment that Airservices is internationally efficient when compared to government owned and controlled air traffic managers in the USA and Europe, this provides only a limited insight on the relative international efficiency of Airservices’ operations. A benchmark assessment of Airservices’ efficiency on an international basis would be further assisted by comparisons of its performance with more commercially oriented air traffic managers; for example in countries such as New Zealand, South Africa and the UK.

The Commission has also been provided with some benchmarking studies of Airservices’ ARFF services which suggests that Airservices’ staff resourcing for these functions compares favourably with resourcing levels applied to airport fire-fighting in Europe, the UK and the USA.

Overall the Commission considers that the information provided on productivity levels is insufficient to enable an assessment to be made that Airservices is operating and incurring costs at efficient levels, and has incentives to continue to do so. In order to make any preliminary conclusions that Airservices is operating at an efficient level the Commission would need to be provided with detailed information benchmarking the performance of all significant business units within Airservices against relevant best practice standards.

Alternatively, studies of historical and/or forecast total factor productivity may provide insights into Airservices’ efficiency performance, especially given the potential for capital/labour substitution within the business. These could be conducted at an aggregate business level and/or for specific service lines.

The relationship between capital costs and ongoing operating and maintenance costs is clearly important. Airservices has a relatively high level of operating costs compared to other regulated monopolies, with these comprising around 82% of the total cost estimates submitted by Airservices.

The Commission notes that Airservices has made attempts to improve the level of transparency around its capital expenditure budget through consultation with users. However, the Commission also recognises that users have a strong interest in being provided with additional information that specifically identifies how future savings associated with the purchases of new capital equipment are being reflected in Airservices’ cost structure.

With the information provided, the Commission remains unable to satisfy itself that Airservices’ costs have been efficiently incurred. In particular the Commission emphasises its concerns regarding the absence of any formal incentives for Airservices to reduce costs and to become efficient. The Commission considers that efficiency incentives could and should be built into Airservices’ pricing structure and that one mechanism to achieve this would be through a longer-term pricing approach.
9 Asset valuation

9.1 Introduction

In its 2002 price proposal Airservices argued that the book value of its assets underestimates the value that would be obtained under an ODRC methodology. Airservices further argued that the application of an ODRC methodology to Airservices’ assets would result in value of assets 10% above their book value.

The Commission in its 2002 decision identified its concerns that it was unable to independently verify Airservices’ claim in relation to its asset values. In agreeing to allow a 10% addition to the current written down value of assets the Commission noted the risk of undervaluing assets outweighed the danger of overvaluing after consideration of the risk involved. That is, if the value accorded to Airservices’ asset base was below the value on which it should be earning a rate of return, then there was a risk that the incentive for investment in these assets would be reduced and, in turn, a risk that services or standard of services will be reduced.

In agreeing to this approach the Commission also noted Airservices’ intention to provide the Commission and its customers with further information regarding the valuation of assets in future pricing proposals.

9.2 Airservices’ position

Airservices has not specifically addressed the issue of the valuation of its assets in its current submission other than to state it has continued to use a 10% addition to the current written down value in determining its required rate of return.

However following a request from the Commission, Airservices subsequently provided a report which updates the information provided to the Commission in 2002 in relation to the impact of applying the ODRC methodology to Airservices’ regulated asset base.

The principal finding of this report suggests that Airservices’ asset base is undervalued by almost 80% if an ODRC basis of valuation was adopted. Airservices further states that over the last 10 years, the primary focus of asset investment has been the air traffic management system replacement (TAAATS). However over the next 5 years, the communication, navigation, surveillance and fire vehicle assets will begin to be replaced. Airservices argues that these have been valued conservatively for accounting purposes. Airservices also notes that tower and fire station assets are 20 to 30 years old and are likely to be progressively replaced in 5 to 10 years. According to Airservices these assets have also been conservatively valued for accounting purposes.

9.3 Views of interested parties

Qantas argues that while the Commission has often used ORDC to establish the starting value of the asset base, new capital expenditure is usually included at acquisition costs.
Qantas further argues that the reasons the Commission has previously put forward for choosing ODRC do not appear applicable in the case of Airservices’ fixed assets. Specifically it suggests that:

- Airservices has not sought to justify such an approach based on any poor or inconsistent accounting practices;
- While Airservices has undergone significant change over the past decade, such as its Business Transformation Program, there is little evidence that this was done at the expense of appropriate attention to asset valuation;
- Airservices has not been subject to vertical or horizontal separation of its asset base and Airservices remains the legislated monopoly supplier of TN, Enroute and ARFF services for Australia;
- Other than non-priced Defence equipment, there are no similar assets in any other Australian jurisdictions generating any comparative valuation issues; and
- Technical obsolescence is not a significant issue for asset valuation purposes for Airservices.

Qantas therefore concludes that there is little justification for choosing ODRC to value Airservices’ assets based on reasons justifying its use in other infrastructure industries.

Qantas also notes that the main feature of Airservices’ fixed assets is the high proportion of investment and depreciation each year compared to total fixed assets. Most of Airservices’ assets are high technology assets with a short economic life. As a consequence, a significant portion of Airservices’ existing asset base is largely depreciated and replaced with new assets, within a relatively short time frame.

Qantas therefore argues that assuming Airservices has correctly accounted for its assets over the past few years, the majority of the asset base does not require an ODRC valuation. Rather it should be treated the same as planned capital expenditure and valued at acquisition cost, written down for depreciation. By applying a 10% increase in valuation across all assets, an arbitrary and inappropriate increase is applied to assets with known acquisition costs.

According to Qantas the current approach to asset valuation for pricing purposes by Airservices should not be allowed to continue and a robust method for determining the starting asset values and changes to the asset base needs to be implemented. However Qantas also notes that if the Commission has insufficient time to adopt a robust assessment of Airservices’ asset base, then, for the purposes of this pricing submission, it is appropriate that the Commission makes some adjustment to Airservices’ valuation technique. Qantas argues that the majority of the asset base should have known acquisition values so, at a minimum, 50% of the asset base should be valued on its book value and only the remaining 50% on the previous methodology. This would reduce the overall increase on book values to 5%.

BARA notes that there is nothing to suggest in Airservices’ current pricing proposal that it has taken up the Commission’s 2002 recommendation that Airservices review its asset base and cost structure in future pricing proposals. BARA further argues that it is not possible to ascertain from the current proposal whether Airservices is still loading 10% onto the written down value of its assets to bring them to what it
considers to be their ODRC value. BARA suggests that given Airservices’ failure to properly address the Commission’s concerns in relation to its asset base raised last year, any loading applied to the written down value should be treated as an unsubstantiated ambit claim and the asset base taken as the written down value. Beyond that, BARA sees no systematic reason why it should be concluded that the written down value should be “written up”, especially given the common experience of technological change to drive down the costs of a range of basic equipment used by Airservices, such as computer CPUs and displays.

9.4 Analysis and conclusion

Under the building block approach the value of assets can have a significant impact upon the revenue required to provide regulated services. In Airservices’ current pricing proposal the impact of a 10% increase in the written down value of assets translates to an increase of around $8 million in annual revenue for Airservices.

By way of comparison, the current pricing proposal, which involves a general 6.95% increase in TN and ARFF prices, will generate approximately $16 million in annual revenue for Airservices. A 10% increase in asset values would therefore be approximately equivalent to around a 3.5% price increase in TN and ARFF charges, all other things being equal.

The Commission is therefore disappointed that Airservices has not provided more detailed and timely information to independently verify the value of its assets despite being advised last year of the Commission’s concerns about this issue.

There are two particular issues here. The first relates to the adequacy of Airservices’ ODRC valuation, while the second relates to the circumstances in which an ODRC valuation is the appropriate basis for pricing.

On the first issue, the Commission is concerned that the asset valuation report provided confidentially to the Commission was not tabled as part of the pricing proposal and that it has therefore been provided with very limited time to consider and test it. The Commission notes, however, that this report is pitched at a high level without the degree of detail contained, for example, in ODRC studies previously provided to it by the Sydney Airports Corporation Ltd (SACL).

Furthermore the Commission would normally expect an ODRC study to contain more detailed independent analysis on what assets a service monopoly provider should optimally hold to achieve best practice in service delivery.

The Commission also notes the difference between the process followed by Airservices in the current price notification and the determination of ODRC asset valuations to that adopted by SACL in its 2000 aeronautical pricing proposal to the Commission. In that process, SACL provided the Commission with a detailed independent ODRC study as part of its pricing proposal. It then provided the Commission with the opportunity to engage its own consultant to assess the ODRC valuation, agreed to provide airlines with access and to engage their own consultants to review the report. On this point, the Commission has some concerns about the
apparent lack of consultation with Airservices’ users in relation to its proposed asset valuations.

Given that the Commission only received the asset valuation report from Airservices on 6 May 2003 it is therefore unable to make an assessment of whether the ODRC valuation of Airservices’ assets is acceptable.

The second issue raised above relates to the circumstances in which an ODRC valuation is the appropriate basis for pricing.

The Commission acknowledges the view put by Qantas that an ODRC valuation should not be applied to Airservices’ asset base. However the Commission considers that the points it identified in its 2002 decision are still relevant and could justify the use of an ODRC valuation. Specifically the Commission is of the view that:

- using the current written down book value may not provide Airservices with sufficient incentive to innovate, as it claims to have done when developing TAAATS; and
- the use of ODRC can minimise the likelihood of significant shocks to price as replacement of the assets becomes necessary.

The Commission also considers that the use of ODRC asset valuations is consistent with the objectives of achieving greater price stability through long term pricing path for Airservices. However, the Commission’s view is that the principles underpinning ODRC should be applied consistently by Airservices across its operations. This means that Airservices should only recover from users revenues sufficient to cover costs efficiently incurred.

While the Commission acknowledges that an ODRC valuation of assets could be higher than the current written down book value of assets, adopting this approach might have implications for an assessment of the efficiency of ongoing operational costs. For example, higher values for replacement of very old assets could be expected to significantly reduce ongoing maintenance costs.

In this respect, should an ODRC valuation be applied to Airservices’ assets, the Commission would expect corresponding detailed information on the effects of such a valuation on operating and maintenance costs.

In making an assessment of the appropriate valuation that should be applied to Airservices’ assets the Commission remains in the same position as it was in 2002. The Commission therefore strongly encourages Airservices to undertake further analytical work in consultation with industry representatives to determine what valuations should be applied to Airservices’ assets for the purposes of establishing prices over the medium term.
10 Return on capital

10.1 Introduction

The return on capital is a component of the building block model that ensures that both debt and equity holders are rewarded with a rate of return that reflects the opportunity cost of capital. In calculating the required rate of return, the building block model estimates a number of parameters to determine both the cost of debt and the cost of equity capital. It weights these costs in accordance with the capital structure to determine the weighted average cost of capital.

The two components of the WACC are the cost of debt and the cost of equity. The cost of debt in the WACC formulation is the expected return to debt holders on debt capital invested and is calculated as the sum of the nominal risk free rate and the cost of debt margin. The cost of equity capital to a firm is the rate of return required by equity holders given the opportunity cost of investing in the market, the volatility of the market and the systematic risk of holding equity ($\beta_e$).

10.2 Airservices’ position

The parameters proposed by Airservices in its 2003/04 pricing proposal reflect the Commission’s views in its Position Paper released in July 2002. In its 2003/04 preliminary pricing proposal Airservices states that:

> The elements underpinning the estimation of an appropriate weighted average cost of capital reflect the Commission’s decision in the 2002 price notification assessment, 12 months ago. However, the risk free rate and the debt margin have been updated to current rates.\(^{13}\)

For a more detailed discussion of specific parameters used to estimate the WACC refer to the Commission’s 2002/03 Airservices decision.

10.3 Views of interested parties

In relation to Airservices’ estimate of the return on capital, the only issue raised was the appropriateness of an asset beta of 0.7.

Qantas and BARA are of the view that the asset beta should be lower than the asset beta of 0.7 proposed by Airservices Australia in its 2003/04 draft notification. In its submission Qantas suggests that an appropriate asset beta could be in the range of 0.4 to 0.5. It states:

> This (asset beta range) is still higher than observed betas (infrastructure companies) but lower than that adopted for airports, reflecting the different approach to price setting and risk sharing adopted by Airservices\(^{14}\).

In its submission BARA also suggests an alternative asset beta than the one proposed by Airservices. BARA is of the view that the relevant asset beta should be 0.46 on the

\(^{13}\) Airservices Australia (1), *opcit.*, p10.

\(^{14}\) Qantas submission, April 2003. p9.
basis that Airservices Australia has signalled that a further price increase may be necessary to maintain a commercial rate of return. BARA notes in its submission:

Clearly, Airservices behaviour and its foreshadowing of a potential further price increase are clear indications that AA’s shareholder is not bearing the same level of risk as airport stakeholders when the ACCC adopted 0.7.\(15\)

In its submission, BARA argues that given that Airservices faces relatively less risk than an airport operator, a more appropriate benchmark may be one that is based on an industry wide average of listed infrastructure and utilities companies, i.e. 0.46. This is the value set out in the Commission’s position paper, *Government Mandated Security Requirements*,\(^{16}\) released in March 2000.

Both Qantas and BARA are of the view that the signalling of future price increases by Airservices indicates a shift in its risk exposure and thus the asset beta should be lower than the 0.7 used by the Commission in last year’s decision and proposed by Airservices Australia this year.

### 10.4 Airservices’ response to submissions

In its response to submissions Airservices is of the view that the weighted average cost of capital should reflect the following aspects of its operations in comparison to airports:

Aviation revenues, based on variable units of activity, account for less than 30% of total revenues at Brisbane and Melbourne airports, the remainder is primarily property related, which are typically medium to long term fixed lease payments. In contrast, over 90% of Airservices Australia’s revenue is based on variable units of activity.\(^{17}\)

The response therefore suggests that Airservices’ revenue streams are more variable than an airport operator.

### 10.5 Analysis and Conclusion

The equity beta referred to in section 10.1 represents the relationship between the movement in the cost of equity and movements in the market due changes in economy wide factors (the systematic risk exposure of a firm). In the case of unlisted organisations, the estimation of an equity beta is problematic. To determine an equity beta a proxy asset beta is used. The equity beta is derived using the asset beta and allowing for gearing using the Monkhouse formula.\(^{18}\)

\[ Be = Ba + (Ba-Bd) \{ 1-(rd/(1+rd))(1-g)Te \} \frac{D}{E} \]

\(15\) BARA submission, April 2003, p5.


\(18\) The formula for calculating the equity beta is that derived by Monkhouse for a business which has active debt management designed to maintain a specific debt/equity ratio:

\[ Be = Ba + (Ba-Bd) \{ 1-(rd/(1+rd))(1-g)Te \} \frac{D}{E} \]
The asset beta measures the systematic risk exposure of an asset. Systematic risk is defined as the co-variance between economy wide returns on an asset. An asset beta of less than one indicates that the variability of returns generated from an asset is less co-related to changes in economy wide factors.

A number of possible methods can be used to establish a proxy asset beta. These include:

- through the use of comparable organisation’s asset beta; and
- through an estimation of income elasticity of demand.

The rest of this section is devoted to discussion regarding the appropriate asset beta for Airservices Australia as both the BARA and Qantas submissions provided an alternative asset beta than the one proposed by Airservices Australia.

The Commission considered the issue of the appropriate asset beta in its decision regarding Airservices Australia pricing proposal for 2002/03 released last year.

10.5.1 The Commission’s view - 2002

In its previous assessment of the appropriate asset beta for Airservices, the Commission used a combination of both approaches described above. Firstly, the Commission considered the range in which the asset beta should lie, by reference to a group of comparable listed companies, and then used this range to determine a proxy based upon the risk characteristics of the organisation relative to the range. The Commission considered that the appropriate range for the asset beta was between 0.55 and 0.75 based on a comparison of asset betas used in previous aeronautical pricing decisions. This range also accounted for difference between Airservices’ operating environment and that of airports.

Secondly, the Commission assessed Airservices’ proxy which was established through the estimation of the correlation between en-route activity (measured in tonnes per kilometre) and GDP. The Commission noted that relying on the correlation between en route activity and GDP as a basis for the asset beta was problematic. Weight-based charges, as opposed to per passenger charges, decrease the sensitivity of changes in revenue to changes in income (GDP). The relationship between the asset beta and the income elasticity of demand is therefore lessened as a result of Airservices’ weight based charge structure.19

On the basis of arguments put forward by Airservices, Qantas, and BARA the Commission decided that an asset beta of 0.7 was likely to reflect the systematic risk of Airservices' returns.

---

In submissions to the Commission, BARA and Qantas provide alternative asset betas than the one proposed by Airservices. Qantas and BARA suggest that the asset beta should be lowered on the basis that Airservices is attempting to insulate itself from the revenue volatility associated with changes in activity levels with its short term pricing policy. The parties note that in its current notification, Airservices has signalled further price increases, should activity levels fall significantly as a result of the war in Iraq and the SARS virus.

The self imposed short-term counter-cyclical pricing policy of Airservices limits the systematic risk exposure of Airservices revenue stream to downturns in economic activity. The pricing policy of Airservices is analogous to constant rate of return regulation. In both cases a rate of return is maintained from year to year by adjusting prices given changes in demand (activity levels).

The asset beta proposed by Airservices may need to be revised downwards given the reduction in volume risk associated with Airservices’ short-term counter-cyclical pricing policy. In an article written in a World Bank publication, Price Caps, Rate of Return Regulation, and the Cost of Capital 20, Alexander and Irwin note that the systematic risk exposure of a firm may depend on the type of regulation that a firm is subject to. The justification for this view is that if prices are adjusted each year to keep the rate of return constant (ie. rate of return regulation) investments in that firm are subject to limited market risk. If a firm is subject to price cap regulation changes in the market will have a larger influence on its revenue stream. Thus firms subject to rate of return regulation tend to have low betas and a lower than average cost of capital.

The self imposed constant rate of return policy of Airservices in the presence of prices surveillance has reduced the volatility of Airservices’ revenue in economic upturns while leaving it exposed to economic downturns. In 2002 the Commission was of the view that:

The culminating effect of these two opposing policies upon the asset beta is however difficult to discern leading the Commission to consider the asset beta which would prevail in the absence of a constant rate of return policy21.

The Commission also noted that if the pricing policy of Airservices was maintained then the asset beta would be lower than 0.7. Qantas and BARA also note in submissions that the observed betas for airports reflects a different approach to price setting and risk sharing than the one currently used by Airservices.

BARA argues that an asset beta of 0.46 was appropriate, based on an industry average asset beta for listed infrastructure and utilities companies sourced from the Commission position paper relating to airports, Government Mandated Security Requirements. In this position paper the Commission highlighted that the average asset beta for listed infrastructure and utilities companies was an appropriate proxy

---

21 ACCC (4), op.cit., p43.
where airport operators faced limited systematic risk if pricing reviews and adjustments occurred on a 12 monthly basis. The Commission stated that:

\[\text{The Commission is of the view that the cost of capital (the required rate of return on capital should reflect the relative certainty of cash flows associated with cost recovery arrangements. In cases where risks to the airport operator appear largely controlled, the Commission sees merit in assigning that project an asset beta which reflects this environment. The Commission regards as a useful benchmark the asset beta for the Australian Stock Exchange Industry Group for Infrastructure and Utilities.}^{22}\]

The reduced uncertainty associated with Airservices’ cash-flows resulting from its pricing behaviour (12 monthly pricing proposals) in conjunction with the Commission’s view presented in March 2000 indicates that an appropriate industry comparison could be with infrastructure and utilities companies.

The asset beta proposed by BARA was originally sourced from the Australian Graduate School of Management, Risk Measurement Service for the quarter ending March 1998. In December 2001, the Risk Management Service reported that the industry average asset beta for infrastructure and utilities companies was 0.58.\(^{23}\) This approach therefore provides a useful anchor for the range of 0.55 to 0.70 proposed by the Commission in 2002.

The effect of lowering the asset beta to the lower end of the range of 0.55 and 0.70 proposed by the Commission on the weighted average cost of capital and allowable revenue is presented in Table 15.1.

**Table 11.1 Alternative Asset Betas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset beta</th>
<th>Equity beta</th>
<th>Post-tax nominal return on equity (%)</th>
<th>Nominal Vanilla WACC (%)</th>
<th>Return on Capital for Regulated Assets ($m)</th>
<th>‘Indicative’ revenue ($m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>528.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>529.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>532.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.1 shows that a decrease in the asset beta from 0.70 to 0.57 decreases the return on capital, and hence allowable revenue, by approximately $3.4 million. Alternative values for the regulatory asset base were also modelled in conjunction with the changes in the asset beta. This modelling shows that the dollar return on capital figure is moderately sensitive to possible adjustments to asset values. Varying the valuations of the regulatory asset base, by around 10% changes the return on capital by approximately $2.5 million. For more information regarding the Commission’s asset valuation refer to section 11.

On the basis of the views presented in the BARA and Qantas submissions, the Commission’s previous 2002 decision, and the analysis presented above, the Commission is of the view that the appropriate asset beta for Airservices will depend

\(^{22}\) ACCC (3), *op. cit.*, p5.

upon the price setting and risk sharing policy of Airservices. Based on Airservices’
current approach, the Commission suggests that the appropriate asset beta for
Airservices could be closer to the lower end of the range, 0.55 to 0.75, presented in
the Commission’s 2002 decision.
11 Community Service Obligations (CSOs)

11.1 Introduction

A community service obligation can be defined as arising when a government specifically requires a public enterprise to carry out activities which it would not elect to do on a commercial basis and which it does not require other businesses to undertake or which would only be undertaken commercially at higher prices.

Airservices carries out various CSOs under Government direction.

One CSO is the maintenance of a price cap at a number of general aviation and regional airports. In a Minister’s Directions and Charter letter dated 25 October 1999, the Minister noted the importance placed by the Government on small business dependent on air traffic services, particularly in rural and regional Australia. The letter further stated that “under the agreed arrangements, Airservices must consult with the Department before making any significant changes to the services provided at the subsidised locations”.

In response to this direction, Airservices has capped charges for terminal navigation at general aviation and regional airports at $7.42/tonne and, as a result, under recovers costs at 16 airports. This under recovery is partly offset by a government subsidy of $7 million; however Airservices estimates in its pricing proposal that in 2003/04 even with this subsidy it will incur a shortfall of $10 million.

Within this context the Commission also noted in its 2002 decision that charges for Airservices’ commercial activities should not incorporate a cross-subsidy for its CSOs.

11.2 Airservices’ position

Airservices has agreed that user charges should not be set at a level that requires shortfalls in government funding of CSOs to be cross-subsidised by other users. In its building block analysis, therefore, the shortfall between the identified direct cost of the CSO and its net cost is subtracted from its calculation of indicative revenue.

11.3 Views of interested parties

Qantas suggest that Airservices appears to have a mixture of CSO funding mechanisms in its submission. The first is $7m in direct budget funding from the Government (“Direct CSO Funding”). The second component is a reduction in returns to the shareholder of $10m (“Implicit CSO Funding”). Airservices has therefore estimated its total CSO cost at price capped towers at $17m in 2003-04.

Qantas notes that Airservices has provided little financial information on how the $10m shortfall was derived. Qantas further suggests that given the lack of financial data over its estimation, it is appropriate that the Commission undertake its own

24 Airservices Australia (2), op.cit., p77 Appendix 4, pp75-81.
25 ibid p77.
costing exercise of Airservices’ CSO obligations at price-capped towers. Qantas further argues that the direct costs of CSOs is higher than has been claimed by Airservices and that an amount of $15 million rather than $10 million should be assumed for 2003-04 as the level of “implicit CSO funding”.

Qantas also notes that it is unclear how Airservices has incorporated “direct CSO funding” in its building blocks calculation. Qantas suggests that it appears that Airservices has not included the $7m in direct CSO funding to “Total Airways Revenue” or added it to “Less net CSOs” and that, rather than under-recover by $6.4m, Airservices will over-recover $0.6m without addressing the other issues raised in the Qantas submission.

BARA notes its understanding that the appropriate figure for the CSO component is $17 million, not $10 million as contained in Airservices’ proposal. BARA believes that to properly determine whether Airservices is not using its market power to cross subsidise loss making activities, it must provide a detailed analysis of how it has arrived at this figure. BARA supports the view expressed by the Commission that the treatment needs to be resolved by the Government and industry participants.

Virgin Blue argues that Airservices should confirm that the proposed prices increases will not be used by it to effectively subsidise unfunded Community Services Obligations or towards the payment of superannuation liabilities.

IATA welcomes Airservices’ decision to seek a reduced level of profitability on account of the shortfall in government subsidies for CSOs at capped tower locations.

## 11.4 Analysis and conclusion

The Commission endorses the change in Airservices’ approach to the funding of CSOs.

The Commission notes that Airservices’ preliminary pricing proposal to the Commission did not reflect the $7 million in direct funding for CSOs within the building block framework. The Commission also sought additional information from Airservices on the methodology it uses to calculate CSOs and to confirm its estimate of the cost of CSOs in 2003/04.

Airservices has advised the Commission that it underestimated the cost of CSOs in 2003/04 and that the direct cost of CSO provision (excluding corporate overheads) is now estimated to be $17.9 million which increases the implicit CSO funding from $10 million to $10.9 million.

The Commission has incorporated the increase in implicit CSO funding together with the $7 million in direct funding for CSOs into the building block analysis. The net impact of these adjustments is that - without taking into account other possible modifications to the Airservices analysis - Airservices would over recover revenue by $2.3 million, not under-recover by $6.4 million as it suggests.\(^27\)

\(^27\) Other minor adjustments have been made to the analysis re-submitted by Airservices.
12 Activity levels and forecasts

12.1 Airservices’ position

Airservices states that during 2002/03, activity growth has proved to be well below the forecast accepted by the Commission in its decision last year. Airservices estimates that activity growth for the year will equal 1.7%, or just over half the budget assumption of 2.9% for the financial year. Airservices is concerned that this figure may fall further depending on the impact of the war in Iraq and the SARS virus. Airservices estimates that the 1.2% shortfall in budgeted growth already equates to $6 million in lost revenue.

Airservices has now developed an updated financial plan for 2003/04, which proposes a 4.2% increase to airways revenue. This planned revenue increase is predicated on a 2.3% weighted average growth in activity for 2003/04. The activity growth rate assumptions adopted for this proposal take some account of the impact of global insecurity but do not include the impact of the SARS virus scare, or the current war in Iraq.

The following table details the growth assumptions for 2003/04 by service line.

Table 13. 2 : Budgeted Activity Growth Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2002/03 Plan</th>
<th>2002/03 Forecast</th>
<th>2003/04 Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARFF</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Enroute</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Enroute</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, Airservices’ original notification advises that if the anticipated effects of the war in Iraq on world aviation are translated into the Australian market, revenue could be negatively impacted by $19 million in 2002/03 and by between $16 million and $44 million in 2003/04. This modelling has been summarised by Airservices and is provided in the following tables.

---

28 Airservices advises that assumptions used are broadly consistent with advice received from the airlines, which indicate that a 20% reduction in traffic levels could result for the duration of the war. The range of impacts is based on three scenarios – Short Term conflict (up to 2 months); Medium Term (2 to 4 months) and Long Term (4 to 9 months).
Table 13.2: Potential Revenue Impact of Iraq Conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2002/03</th>
<th></th>
<th>2003/04</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short (up to 2 months)</td>
<td>Medium (2 - 4 months)</td>
<td>Long (4 - 9 months)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Enroute</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Enroute</td>
<td>-4.3%</td>
<td>-4.5%</td>
<td>-4.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Navigation</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARFF</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>-2.1%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVENUE IMPACT</td>
<td>-$19.0m</td>
<td>-$19.5m</td>
<td>-$19.5m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Airservices states that its preferred approach to dealing with this potential financial loss would be to first identify and implement cost reduction initiatives. However, Airservices does state that it may be left with no choice but to “make a supplementary pricing submission, aimed at making up the shortfall in revenue through higher prices, as targets have already been substantially reduced”\(^{29}\).

### 12.2 Views of interested parties

#### 12.2.1 International Air Transport Association (IATA)

IATA acknowledges that the international market currently appears very depressed and notes that there still exist a number of unknowns that could result in significant change.

IATA recognises the impact the events of September 11, 2001, the Bali bombings, SARS and the war in Iraq have had, and continue to have on aviation. Furthermore, IATA points to current reports that indicate that Asian carriers have cut around 650 weekly flights in April, and that while the war in Iraq appears to be coming to an end, the duration and full extent of the SARS crisis is not yet known.

Notwithstanding this analysis, IATA states that these contractions in traffic volumes are abnormal and should not be a reason for Airservices to increase prices. IATA states that it is “not acceptable that prices would be increased so that near normal year returns could be provided to shareholders”\(^{30}\).

---

\(^{29}\) Airservices Australia (1), *op.cit.*, p16.  
\(^{30}\) IATA submission, p3.
12.2.2 Board of Airlines Representative of Australia (BARA)

BARA is concerned that Airservices has not paid heed to comments made by the Commission in its final decision document last year. In that document, the Commission concluded that a review of traffic volumes should be undertaken prior to any increase in charges beyond 2002-03. BARA believes that the Commission should object to Airservices’ proposal and direct Airservices to provide a notification that specifically addresses issues identified by the Commission in its 2002 decision, including issues pertaining to activity levels.

BARA’s submission also comments that it is disappointed Airservices has provided no public information pertaining to expected traffic volumes, either in aggregate or at individual locations. It is BARA’s view that airports are required to provide a greater depth of public information and that the Commission ought to require the same level of disclosure from Airservices.

Finally, BARA is concerned that, in the absence of long term forecasts, it is not able to determine if the global insecurity described by Airservices is modelled as a short-term factor, or as a long-term structural change. Furthermore, BARA is concerned that it is not able to determine the effect global insecurity might have on domestic traffic.

12.2.3 Qantas

In its draft notification, Airservices comments that it will only realise a 1.7% growth rate for 2002/03, despite forecasting a growth rate of 2.9%. Qantas comments that this initial forecast figure was made in May 2002 and therefore would likely not have taken account of the future effects of a war in Iraq, or the ramifications of SARS. As a result, Qantas believes that an activity growth rate of 1.7% in fact suggests “a more resilient market exists than Airservices would have us believe”\(^{31}\).

In addition, while Qantas agrees that Airservices has a pattern on reducing prices in times of increased activity, Qantas believes that “the inherent faults of this approach to price setting compared to longer-term price paths is now obvious”\(^{32}\). Qantas goes on to state that at a time where many airlines are feeling financial strain, it believes Airservices is justifying a price increase on the basis that “when other organisations were purportedly making money, AsA (Airservices) did not earn as large a profit as possible”\(^{33}\).

12.2.4 Gold Coast Airport

Gold Coast Airport’s (GCAL) submission addresses traffic volumes at that airport only. GCAL submits that while landed tonnes for 2001/02 were 610,890, its conservative estimate of landed tonnes for 2002/03 is 720,000, a nearly 18% increase on 2001/02. As this is higher than the 2.9% assumed in Airservices’ notification last year, GCAL states that it “sees no reason for not reversing Gold Coast TN charges

\(^{31}\) Qantas submission, p8.
\(^{32}\) ibid
\(^{33}\) ibid
back to a figure somewhere below the $9.09 foreshadowed in AsA’s (Airservices’) submission dated 1 July 2002”34.

### 12.2.5 Queensland Government

The Queensland government submission acknowledges comments made by IATA indicating that the airline industry is currently experiencing significant financial stress. The submission goes on to state that in the 20 week period between 17 April and 3 September 2003, Queensland is expected to lose 160 scheduled international inbound airline services. Assuming a 75% load factor, the Queensland government has estimated a potential loss of almost 28,720 visitors. Domestic on carriage is also expected to decline as a consequence of a fall in international air travel demand, although the Queensland government expects some substitution in favour of domestic travel.

### 12.2.6 Regional Aviation Association of Australia (RAAA)

RAAA’s submission suggests that the aviation industry as a whole, and in particular the regional sector, is currently struggling to remain viable, as a result of a downturn in passenger numbers. RAAA believes that global conflict, the threat of terrorism, increased government taxes and charges and SARS are responsible for this downturn.

However RAAA does not believe that, in the face of such traffic constriction, Airservices should increase charges levied on airlines. RAAA goes on to say that:

> It is unacceptable that a monopoly provider increases costs to ensure profitability, when the very reason for the downturn in its profitability is the downturn in profitability of the industry it services35.

### 12.2.7 Mackay Airport

Administered by the Mackay Port Authority, Mackay Airport has addressed the appropriateness of lower volumes as a case for increased prices. Mackay Airport states that in response to the events of September 11, it adopted a long term approach to pricing and forgoed its return on investment for 18 months, rather than increase prices. Mackay Airport does not think it appropriate for Airservices to increase prices in order to “retain revenue”36.

### 12.2.8 Virgin Blue

Virgin Blue is concerned that Airservices’ forecasts have made no distinction between domestic and international traffic and has therefore assumed that “international developments such as the war in Iraq and the SARS epidemic will affect domestic aviation in much the same way as it affects the international aviation market”37.

---

34 Gold Coast Airport submission, 28 April 2003, p2.
35 RAAA submission, 28 April 2003, p3.
36 Mackay Airport submission, 28 April 2003, p7.
37 Virgin Blue submission, 9 May 2003, p6.
Virgin Blue does not believe that this is the case and suggests that while most international carriers are struggling financially and have reduced capacity on international routes, this has not necessarily been the case for domestic carriers which are less susceptible to customer concerns about such events.

Virgin Blue’s submission goes on to say that it, and to the best of its knowledge, Qantas, has not reduced capacity on any major domestic routes in the 2002-03 financial year.

On this basis, Virgin Blue believes that TN and ARFF charges should not apply to domestic carriers and that Airservices should provide information pertaining to traffic volumes at individual airports.

12.3 Discussion

In reaching its final decision last year, the Commission acknowledged concerns raised by airlines that Airservices’ forecasts may have been conservative. However, the Commission noted that the aviation market was volatile at the time and therefore agreed to a price increase for a period of 12 months.

In reaching that decision, the Commission noted that it would be reluctant to consider any further price notifications in the absence of thoroughly substantiated traffic volumes and forecasts.

However, submissions received by the Commission criticise the lack of information provided by Airservices in its current notification. For example, in its submission, BARA suggests that the Commission should reject Airservices’ draft notification, and request that a review of traffic volumes be undertaken prior to further price notifications. Similarly, Virgin Blue is concerned that Airservices has not provided a breakdown of international and domestic volume forecasts, nor traffic volumes for individual airports. In its response to submissions, however, Airservices states that it has in fact consulted widely with customers and peak industry bodies on the issues of traffic volumes, the basis of future growth and the risks associated with the war in Iraq and SARS.

Notwithstanding criticism on the lack of information provided, the Commission has received few submissions objecting to Airservices’ overall traffic volume forecasts for 2003/04. For example, IATA, RAAA and the Queensland government agree that the international travel market does appear very depressed at the moment and Qantas acknowledges that the long-term impacts of September 11, 2001, the Bali bombings, SARS and the war in Iraq have led to a global downturn in bookings. However, BARA is concerned that no location specific activity forecasts have been made public by Airservices.

The Commission notes that Airservices’ 2003/04 forecasts may not fully take into account the potential impact of the war in Iraq or the effect of the SARS virus on air travel. The Commission acknowledges that it is quite possible these factors may serve to further depress the aviation market.
The Commission also recognises that Airservices’ forecasts for 2002/03 were proven to be too conservative, with real growth for 2002/03 only expected to reach 1.7% despite being forecast at 2.9%. However the Commission notes that this difference may have been the result of unforeseen events and also acknowledges comments made by Qantas in its submission. Qantas suggests that the forecast growth rate of 1.7% for 2002/03 may in fact, when taking into account the war in Iraq and SARS, indicate a more resilient than expected aviation market. Finally, the Commission also recognises comments made by the Gold Coast Airport. Whilst only relating to activity levels at the airport, GCAL’s submission states that expected activity growth at the airport is expected to be approximately 18% this year and therefore does not believe any increase in TN charges at the airport is justified.

However, given the current level of volatility, a lack of opposition to Airservices 2003/04 forecast activity levels, and the fact that Airservices forecast for 2002/03 did understate activity levels, the Commission’s preliminary view is to recognise Airservices forecast growth rate of 2.3% for 2003/04 as being appropriate.
13 Structure of Pricing

13.1 Introduction

In the context of the assessment of Airservices proposal, the Commission may consider not only the overall proposed price increase in relation to cost and efficiency but also the impact of the pricing proposal on the structure of relative prices. Price relativities may have an impact on the overall efficiency of Airservices operations. The relationship between the drivers of cost and prices can be a relevant aspect in assessing the efficiency of Airservices operations, as it may impact on the resource allocation decisions by both Airservices and its users.

13.2 Airservices’ Position

Airservices is proposing a 6.95% increase to prices at uncapped Terminal Navigation and Aviation and Rescue fire-fighting (ARFF) ports, with a small number of exceptions\textsuperscript{38}, from 1 July 2003. Airservices does not propose to increase the price of en-route navigation. The increases are proposed as temporary, applying for a 12-month period until 30 June 2004.

Airservices moved to location specific pricing from network pricing in 1997/98. This change was designed to improve the efficiency of its price structure as prices would better reflect the cost of providing TN and ARFF services. In its 2003/04 pricing proposal Airservices states that:

Airservices Australia’s pricing approach was further refined by establishing firm prices for each service at each location at the start of each year, based on activity levels and prospective cost reductions, and accepting the risk that these outcomes may not be achieved.\textsuperscript{39}

From 1 July 1998 Airservices implemented the first stage of a planned three stage process of location specific pricing for terminal navigation at the 26 airports. From 1 July 1997 location specific pricing was also introduced for aviation rescue and fire fighting services at 16 locations. The basis for the location specific price structure of TN and ARFF services is aircraft weight per 1000kg MTOW.

In regard to the Terminal navigation in (mainly) rural and remote areas Airservices has capped charges at 7.42/tonne and claims that, as a consequence, it under recovers costs for terminal navigation services and tower services at 16 airports which cater for general aviation. This under recovery is partly offset by CSO funding.

Airservices is of the view that the proposed increase in charges does not fully recover the costs of its community service obligations and that at the higher proposed price levels losses on TN and ARFF services would still occur at most locations. It further highlights that en route services are clearly making up for the shortfall on the TN and ARFF service lines.

\textsuperscript{38} The exceptions are charges for TN at Hamilton Island, which are proposed to increase by 38%, and ARFF charges at Mackay and Rockhampton airports, with proposed increases of 59% and 46% respectively.

\textsuperscript{39} Airservices (1), \textit{op.cit.}, p7.
13.3 Views of Interested Parties

A number of submissions raise similar issues regarding Airservices’ pricing structure. These include:

- the application of the same average increase in prices for TN and ARFFs at almost all airports; and
- the weight based charging methodology.

13.3.1 Qantas

The average price increase to TN and ARFF services was an issue that Qantas raises in its submission. It notes that:

It is unclear if the average price increase of 6.95% applied to TN and ARFFS (except Mackay and Rockhampton) across non price capped airports is consistent with the policy of location specific prices for services at these airports.

A second issue Qantas raises in its submission is in regard to the weight basis of TN and ARFF charges. Qantas notes that:

While weight may have been a relative proxy for air traffic charges some four decades ago in the pre-jumbo era, the subsequent growth in aircraft size and weight has been a no cost windfall growth in income to air traffic management providers. This means that while air traffic proclaim to have reduced prices from efficiencies a large proportion is actually attributable to increases in the average weight of aircraft.

In its submission Qantas concludes that Airservices’ pricing structure does not reflect costs and does not encourage efficient use of air traffic resources.

13.3.2 BARA

BARA is of the view that the proposal by Airservices to increase charges by a uniform percentage rate across all locations is counter to the principle of location specific pricing.

13.3.3 IATA

IATA in its submission to the Commission comments on the price structure for services provided by Airservices. In particular, IATA raises the following issues: the across the board increase in prices proposed by Airservices, and the basis of charging for TN services. Regarding the across the board increase in charges at uncapped airports for TN and ARFF services IATA also notes:

For such an increase to be reasonable, the level of under recovery of costs at all these airports should be similar, if we are to assume that location specific charges are being applied in an equitable manner.

---

40 Qantas submission, p12.
41 ibid
42 IATA submission, April 2003, p4.
13.3.4 Mackay Airport

In its submission to the Commission, Mackay Airport, administered by the Mackay Port Authority, has highlighted two areas of concern in regard to Airservices price structure. These issues are:

- that the extent of cross subsidisation between terminal navigation, ARFF and en-route services is unknown; and
- uniform percentage increases based on location specific pricing instead of network pricing.

13.3.5 Gold Coast Airport

In relation to Airservices’ proposal GCAL has reiterated many of the concerns that have been mentioned above, the location specific pricing on weight basis and the uniform proposed price increase. The GCAL submission notes that:

GCAL cannot understand AsA’s pricing structure and methodology in the case of site specific charges for Gold Coast Airport\(^43\).

GCAL also notes that the uniform price increase is sought despite a commitment by Airservices to reduce TN charges in 2003/04 back to $9.09. This is despite actual activity growth at the Gold Coast of 18%, approximately 15% above Airservices budgeted growth\(^44\). In its submission GCAL concludes by questioning the ‘rigour of site specific pricing when all major airports are to subjected to uniform price rises of 6.95% for both ATC and RFFS’.

13.3.6 Regional Aviation Association of Australia

In its submission, RAAA notes the importance of Airservices’ price structure reflecting the costs of providing services and on that basis recommends that Airservices investigate the option of User Specific Charges, instead of location specific charging.\(^45\)

13.3.7 HeliAust Whitsundays Pty Ltd (HeliAust)

In its submission HeliAust claims that Airservices’ proposed price increase is not justified on basis of the cost of providing these services. It states that:

- the fees proposed do not represent a valid charge for the service provided; and
- by Airservices own admission the tower at Hamilton Island is not justified on either safety or cost basis.\(^46\)

\(^{43}\) Gold Coast Airport submission, April 2003, p2.
\(^{44}\) ibid p2.
\(^{45}\) Regional Aviation Association of Australia submission, April 2003.
\(^{46}\) HeliAust Whitsundays Pty Ltd (HeliAust) submission, May 2003, p1.
13.3.8 Virgin Blue

Virgin Blue notes in its first submission that the proposed price increases by Airservices will in its view ‘reward inefficiency’ as Airservices has not provided enough detail on the relationship between its underlying costs and its proposed new price levels.

In its second more detailed submission to the Commission, Virgin Blue notes that the proposed price increase by Airservices is not reflective of the cost of providing TN and ARFF services at different locations and is inconsistent with the principle of location specific pricing. In its submission Virgin Blue states that:

ASA has not provided any evidence in its preliminary pricing proposal about the extent to which costs for the provision of TN and ARFF services have increased at particular airports. Virgin Blue does not believe that the proposed 6.95 per cent increase in TN and ARFF charges at 12 airports is cost reflective, as the cost of providing TN and ARFF services is typically airport specific and therefore is likely to vary between airports, depending on specific factors such as traffic volumes.47

Virgin Blue also notes in its submission that the current short term pricing policy does not provide sufficient incentive for future efficiency improvements48.

13.3.9 Airservices’ response to submissions

Airservices claims in its response to submissions that the current pricing structure reflects its commitment to continued efficiency improvement. It also notes that:

The reason for the apparent uniformity of the increase is that the magnitude of the increase delivered the overall targeted return and was able to be applied to all locations without any one port achieving a greater than appropriate return.49

In response to this issue Airservices is of the view that it endeavours to better align prices with costs and points to the shift from network pricing to location specific pricing for TN in 1997/98. In its response Airservices also signals its intention to implement a review of charges for enroute services in order that these charges better reflect service levels and cost.

13.4 Analysis and Conclusion

A number of submissions have raised concerns about price structural effects surrounding Airservices’ proposed price increases. The issues raised seem to apply at several levels, including:

- relativities between en-route charges, TN charges and ARFF charges;
- relativities between TN and ARFF charges at different locations; and
- relativities between different users at particular locations.

---

47 Virgin Blue submission, May 2003, p5.
48 ibid., p4.
49 Airservices Australia (3), op.cit., p4.
A related issue raised by some parties is the *basis* of pricing, in particular whether charges for TN and ARFF services should be appropriately levied on a weight basis.

On the first point, Airservices argues that even with its proposed increases, it will continue to make a loss on TN and ARFF services. Evidence it has provided supports this claim, and shows that TN and ARFF services appear to be generally operating at a loss, while en-route is making relatively high returns. While it should be noted it does not adopt the Commission’s preferred measure of return, the following table shows Airservices’ estimate of forecast earnings before interest and tax as percentage of total indicative revenue of the Airservices service lines – en-route, ARFF, and TN from all locations.\(^{50}\)

**Table 14.1 Service line profitability – 2003/04**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Line</th>
<th>EBIT/revenue %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Navigation</td>
<td>-2.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARFF</td>
<td>-8.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En-route</td>
<td>16.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulated Business</td>
<td>6.7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this respect, Airservices’ decision to not seek increases for en-route charges is appropriate.

In relation to the second kind of relativity – that between TN and ARFF charges at different locations – Gold Coast Airport is of the view that ‘there seems to be little correlation between charges levied, the services required and the operating environment at a specific airport’\(^{51}\). GCAL further notes the lack of correlation between demand and prices. Other submissions, from the RAAA and Mackay Airport, also note the apparent lack of connection between demand at particular airports and the prices charged by Airservices for TN and ARFF services. Against that, Airservices suggests in its proposal that the shift to location specific pricing from network specific pricing has improved the efficiency of its operations.

In relation to this issue the profitability considerations outlined above apply. Airservices has provided the Commission with confidential information on costs at specific airports for both TN and ARFF services, which shows that even with the proposed price increases, most locations would continue to operate at a loss in 2003/04. The decision to seek essentially uniform increases (6.95%) therefore seems reasonable.

The Commission notes, however, that many of the concerns expressed by users appear to arise as a consequence of a lack of transparency regarding the costs associated with providing TN and ARFF services at particular locations. Were Airservices to provide relevant parties with more detailed information on these matters it is possible that the concerns may subside.

---

\(^{50}\) These estimates are based on the prices proposed in the current notification, and are sourced from presentations by Airservices at Waypoint 2003. The presentations are available from Airservices’ website.

\(^{51}\) Gold Coast Airport submission, April 2003, p1.
In relation to the third issue regarding relativities between prices charged to different users at a particular location, Qantas notes that the use of larger aircraft is penalised as a result of Airservices charging on a tonnage basis. This claim appears to relate particularly to charges for TN services. GCAL suggests that an alternative basis for ARFF and TN charging could be on a per passenger basis since this may better align prices to the drivers of cost of providing services.

The Commission recognises that while there may be scope for some improvement in Airservices’ price structure - in particular to better align prices faced by users at particular locations to the drivers of Airservices’ costs - these issues cannot be resolved in the Commission’s current assessment process. The Commission therefore encourages Airservices to consider alternatives to its current structure. Airservices is also encouraged to provide relevant parties with a greater level of detail on the costs of providing services at particular locations.

In light of the foregoing discussion, the Commission’s preliminary conclusion is that the proposal by Airservices to seek a near-uniform increase to charges across different locations would be a broadly appropriate approach to increasing revenues. In this respect, the Commission’s main concerns with the current notification centre on the overall level of revenue it is seeking, and the basis upon which that level of revenue is justified.

It should be noted that the issues regarding asset valuation and the short-term pricing approach are more relevant to this latter question, and to assessments of the average level of prices across all services. Within a long-term pricing proposal, there should be flexibility for Airservices to re-structure prices over time. Such re-structures have been accommodated with other businesses subject to prices surveillance; for example, airports and Australia Post.
14 Impact on Users

The Commission’s Issues Paper sought views on the impact of the proposed price increases on the demand for air travel, airline scheduling decisions, providers of other aviation services, and airfares.

14.1 Airservices’ Position

Airservices has provided estimates of the cost per passenger of the proposed price increases, on a return trip basis, for the top 25 city pairs. It is Airservices’ contention that the price increases are unlikely to affect demand.

Airservices estimates that for domestic routes, the largest increase to passengers’ airfares will be $1.46 on the Sydney/Perth route (B747). For international routes, the greatest increase will be $0.94 on Perth/Singapore (B747) flights. In percentage terms (based on low fare tickets) the largest increase for domestic routes is 0.4% for both Brisbane/Sydney flights (B767-300) and Coolangatta/Sydney flights (B737-300). For international flights, the largest percentage increase, based on a low fare ticket, is 0.1% for both Auckland/Sydney routes (B747-400 and B767-300) and Singapore/Perth routes (B747-400 and B767-300).

14.2 Views of Interested Parties

14.2.1 BARA

In its submission, BARA refers to comments made by the Commission when assessing Airservices’ price notification last year. In its 2002 final decision, the Commission stated that the impact of an increase in Airservices’ prices on international airlines would only serve to amplify losses arising from a decline in demand.

It is BARA’s contention that the situation that led to the Commission forming this view in 2002 has since deteriorated markedly, and that the impact on international carriers of any further price increases will be greater than “that which was previously of concern to the ACCC in 2002”\textsuperscript{52}.

BARA goes on to say that:

In an environment where global equity returns are significantly negative, AsA (Airservices) is seeking a price increase to maintain double-digit equity returns to its shareholder. This is in stark contrast to the AsA claim that profit maximisation is not its primary goal\textsuperscript{53}.

In concluding, BARA states that Airservices’ pricing proposal is contrary to its statutory purpose of “promoting and fostering civil aviation in Australia” and is evidence of why a long-term pricing approach is important.

\textsuperscript{52} BARA submission, 28 April 2003, p6.
\textsuperscript{53} ibid., p9.
14.2.2  IATA

IATA believes that while the contraction of the travel market has affected the travel industry, airports, and air navigation service providers, it has most affected the airlines.

IATA is concerned that international airlines are suffering from reduced passenger loads, and that by applying charges on an airplane weight basis, Airservices is adding further pressure to the financial position of airlines.

Furthermore, following the war in Iraq and the advent of SARS, IATA reports that airlines are “poised to register their 3rd consecutive year of significant losses”\textsuperscript{54}. IATA states that preliminary estimates for 2003 suggest a loss of around US $10 billion. As a result, IATA does not believe that airlines can absorb any further increases in “external costs”\textsuperscript{55}. IATA concludes that airlines are in urgent need of assistance to reduce costs so that they can address cash-flow issues.

14.2.3  Gold Coast Airport (GCAL)

GCAL comments that it has been made aware by current and potential airline users of the airport, that changing differentials between the major capital city airports and the larger regional airports are a factor considered by users when investigating new route development initiatives. GCAL believes that this is especially true for the Gold Coast, where there are a “predominance of lower yielding inbound leisure traffic and true competition from Brisbane Airport and some smaller regional airports with no AsA (Airservices) services or charges”\textsuperscript{56}.

GCAL states that it has worked closely with a number of government agencies but has difficulties with Airservices. It is GCAL’s contention that TN and ARFF services at GCAL could be operated more efficiently “if there was an incentive for AsA to work with the airport in a co-operative partnership similar to that developed with other agencies and contractors”\textsuperscript{57}. GCAL believes that the situation is unlikely to change in the absence of competition within these services.

14.2.4  Mackay Airport

Mackay Airport cites an independent report produced by Access Economics for the Regional Aviation Taskforce that states “(A) review of Government Airservices Australia charges at regional airports are often substantially higher than charges levied for the same services at the primary gateway airports and the charges levied directly by the airport operators themselves”\textsuperscript{58}. Mackay Airport states that the report goes on to say that the current charging regime makes regional gateway costs “very unattractive to new airlines and in most cases the cost differential compared with

\textsuperscript{54} IATA submission, 23 April 2003, p4.
\textsuperscript{55} \textit{ibid}
\textsuperscript{56} Gold Coast Airport Ltd submission, 28 April 2003, p3.
\textsuperscript{57} \textit{ibid}
\textsuperscript{58} Mackay Airport submission, 28 April 2003, p8.
primary airports wipes out any benefits of market development incentives offered to airlines by airport operators themselves”\textsuperscript{59}.

Mackay Airport is concerned by the increasing percentage of airfares going to addressing costs other than those associated with transport from “A to B”. Mackay is concerned that additional costs that flow through to a passenger’s airfare are of grave concern, as they risk suppressing the market rather than growing it.

Mackay Airport also suggests that Airservices has previously implied that airlines should be able to absorb any increased prices, without passing it on to passengers. Mackay Airport believes that this view is “clearly one taken by a monopolistic service provider, and misrepresents the impact on regional services”\textsuperscript{60}.

Mackay Airport states that the current ARFF price for passengers using Mackay airport is $4.32 or 3.9% of the lowest fare available to Brisbane from Mackay ($110 with Virgin Blue). Mackay Airport suggests that the increase of 59% in ARFF charges will mean that the cost per passenger will increase to $6.67 a passenger, or 6.1% of the lowest fare. Mackay comments that this increase varies from the information supplied by Airservices in its draft notification, which states a lowest increase of $0.43 for a return trip between Sydney and Melbourne, a similar distance to Mackay. Mackay Airport is disappointed that Airservices has not included any information on the increase in prices for passengers on smaller routes. Mackay Airport believes that this “displays a narrow view of the effect of increases on the industry, especially regional Australia”\textsuperscript{61}.

14.2.5 Qantas

Qantas estimates that the cost increase it will experience from Airservices’ proposal is likely to be in the order of $8 million for 2003/04. At the same time, Qantas comments that domestic security issues and associated Government-mandated security requirements will increase overall costs, with Qantas expecting the total cost of enhancing security arrangements to run into the hundreds of millions of dollars over the next few years. Qantas is concerned that this will place further pressure on ticket prices for passengers and returns earned by airlines. Qantas notes that the industry is suffering a global downturn due to the long-term impacts of worldwide economic slowdown, the still present effects of September 2001, the Bali bombings and more recently, the war in Iraq and SARS.

Qantas states that in the current economic climate, further cost increases by suppliers of aviation services will translate into reduced job security for airline workers. Qantas believes that this demonstrates the “inherent problems associated with short-term pricing strategies aimed at fixing a given level of profit each to year to monopoly suppliers”\textsuperscript{62}.

\textsuperscript{59} ibid
\textsuperscript{60} ibid, p9.
\textsuperscript{61} ibid
\textsuperscript{62} Qantas submission, April 2003, p15.
Virgin Blue

Virgin Blue believes that the proposed price increases will have a significantly negative impact on users. In its submission, Virgin Blue states that costs for en route, terminal navigation and aviation rescue and firefighting are unavoidable costs and must not be viewed in isolation from other costs associated with operating an airline.

Virgin Blue suggests that the financial burden of increased TN and ARFF charges is likely to be greater for it than for Qantas. This is because, as a full-service carrier, Virgin Blue believes Qantas carries a higher proportion of price insensitive customers (such as business travellers,) and that Qantas is therefore in a better position to pass on price increases without losing customers.

Virgin Blue’s submission concludes that the airline is not able to absorb increases as proposed by Airservices and that these increases must be passed on to consumers in the form of higher fares. Virgin Blue is concerned that this will reduce demand and undermine the airline’s profitability.

Virgin Blue is also disappointed that Airservices has not provided information pertaining to the breakdown of international and domestic airline activity. A summary of Virgin Blue’s comments on this issue can be found in Section 13.

Regional Aviation Association of Australia (RAAA)

The RAAA argues that it is unacceptable that a monopoly provider increases costs to ensure profitability, when the very reason for the downturn in its profitability is the downturn in profitability of the industry it services. The RAAA also notes that the regional aviation sector is struggling to remain viable.

Queensland Government

The Queensland government submission makes the point that the aviation and tourism industries are currently experiencing a downturn in demand. The Queensland government then goes on to state that “any increase in the cost of operations for the airline industry is likely to have a significant and adverse flow on effect for air services operating to numerous regional and rural areas where “the route economics of air services are at best marginal”\(^{63}\).

The submission comments that regional centres are disadvantaged in terms of route profitability and that airline decisions regarding further expansion or contraction of services to these destinations is often determined at the marginal level. The Queensland government is concerned that any increase in Airservices’ prices will raise airlines’ marginal costs and that any reduction or suspension of services is likely to be accelerated as a response to these new charges. This may place at risk opportunities for further growth and development of new services to such rural destinations.

\(^{63}\) Queensland Government submission, 6 May 2003, p2.
14.2.9 HeliAust Whitsundays Pty Ltd (HeliAust)

HeliAust’s submission is concerned with the effect any increase in terminal navigation charges will have on Hamilton and Mackay airports. An operator of small aircraft and helicopters, HeliAust operates numerous flights of short duration. HeliAust is concerned that Airservices have not taken into account short sector flights, but instead applied the same charge as would be applied to flights of longer duration. HeliAust explains that these short flights generate modest income and therefore HeliAust states that “given the nature of these short sectors any increase in airservices fees will result in the withdrawal of these services, as they move from marginal to loss making”.

14.3 Discussion

The requirement to consider the impact on users is in part derived from section 17(3)(a) of the PS Act, which requires that the Commission have regard to the need to maintain investment and employment. Supporting this, the Commission’s Draft Statement of Regulatory Approach to Price Notifications states that information from users is important in understanding issues and indicates that the Commission will consult with users as part of the assessment process.

In its final decision to Airservices’ 2002/03 notification, the Commission recognised that it is possible to divide users into two groups – direct users such as airlines, and end users, such as passengers. The Commission acknowledged that changes in demand and supply conditions affect the financial performance of airlines and ultimately influence investment and employment in the airline industry. This may then affect services to consumers.

In assessing that notification, the Commission discussed the impact that the proposed price increases might have on both direct and end users, and drew a further distinction between international and domestic airlines. While the Commission does not intend to repeat this assessment in response to Airservices’ current notification, there are certain points that are worth re-iterating.

In particular, the Commission noted that in the case of airlines, an increase in prices charged by Airservices presents them with options ranging between:

1. absorbing the increase, affecting airline profitability; or
2. passing the increase on to consumers, affecting the price of the airfare.

In practice, some combination of the two is likely.

14.3.1 Impact on airlines

An airline’s ability to absorb cost increases depends on the environment in which it is operating. Airlines are more likely to absorb cost increases if they are faced with competitive pressure. As with last year, a number of comments have been received on this issue.

---

64 HeliAust submission, 30 April 2003.
For example, in its submission, GCAL refers to the importance airline users place on differentials between major capital city airports and the larger regional airports when looking at new route development initiatives. The Queensland government has also expressed concern about the impact of the proposed prices on regional destinations and HeliAust’s submission suggests that, given the short length of many of its flights, any increase in the prices charged by Airservices may result in a number of its services becoming loss making.

Other submissions received have been strongly opposed to any increases in prices charged by Airservices, pointing to a current industry downturn. Elsewhere in this Preliminary View document, the Commission has recognised that the aviation market is indeed currently experiencing marked instability. As such, the Commission has noted submissions from IATA, Qantas and Mackay Airport which question airlines’ ability to absorb any further price increases.

As noted by Virgin Blue, international airlines and routes are more likely to be suffering from the effects of SARS, war in Iraq, as well as the continued threat of terrorism. In this respect, IATA’s comments regarding the extent of the losses expected to be incurred by international airlines are unsurprising. The effects of such losses on the level of competition between international carriers – and thus the extent to which cost increases can be absorbed – are, however, less clear-cut.

While domestic airlines have to date been less affected by current international events, the Commission notes that unlike last year’s notification (which proposed price increases to en-route, ARFF and TN prices), the current draft notification does not propose any changes to enroute charges. Increases are only proposed for ARFF and TN prices. Since international airlines are only likely to fly into a small number of those airports affected by the proposed changes, the proposed charges are likely to have a more significant impact on the domestic market and domestic airlines.

The Commission has undertaken some analysis of the effect a price increase might have on both domestic and international users. Using passenger volume figures provided by airports for the Commission’s 2001/02 Phase I and II Regulatory Reports, as well as confidential volume information supplied by Airservices, the Commission has estimated the dollar impact of the proposed price increases at each of the airports where Airservices proposes to increase ARFF and TN charges.

The analysis suggests that the impact of the proposed price increases would be noticeably more significant for domestic users than for international users. Specifically, the Commission’s analysis indicates that, over and above the current prices, the proposed price increases will result in Airservices earning approximately $3.8 million additional revenue from international users and $12.3 million additional revenue from domestic users in 2003/04.

---

65 Domestic and international tonnage volumes at each airport are not available, so passenger volumes were used as a proxy.

66 It should be noted that for smaller airports not subject to the Commission’s regulatory reporting (Hamilton Island, Mackay and Rockhampton airports), 100% of traffic was allocated as domestic. For Cairns Airport, which does have some international services, a conservative assumption that 50% of traffic is international was used.
Nonetheless, for the reasons set out in section 14, the Commission is of the view that Airservices’ proposed approach to increasing its revenues would not be unreasonable, given that many of these services appear to be currently provided at a loss. Furthermore, it may be the case that these increases are passed onto passengers through higher ticket prices.

14.3.2 Impact on travellers

Some submissions have highlighted the impact these proposed price changes would have on travellers using regional and rural airports, where few, if any large domestic or international flights may land. Using itself as an example, Mackay Airport concludes that while Airservices has estimated the lowest increase on major domestic routes to be $0.43 per return trip for Sydney/Melbourne flights, the increase for a Brisbane/Mackay flight (which the Airport states is a similar distance) will be $4.02.

Submissions received from Qantas and Virgin also suggest that given the current climate, airlines can only absorb some of the cost increases, and that ultimately they will be passed onto consumers.

Airservices’ position is that it expects the proposal to only result in small percentage increases to the prices paid by airlines and passengers, and that it does not believe this will result in a fall in demand. This analysis assumes that airlines fully pass on all cost increases to passengers. The percentage increases estimated by Airservices range between 0 to 0.4% per passenger.

The question as to whether Airservices’ proposal will have an effect on the demand for services by either direct or end users is an important consideration. If an increase in prices leads to reduced activity and therefore revenue for Airservices, then the proposed new prices may in fact be counter productive and lead to a further contraction in demand.

The affect on demand would differ across different locations, which reflects different demand elasticities for the services. For example, demand at locations where passenger traffic contains a higher proportion of tourists is likely to be more sensitive to price changes than at those locations where there is more business-related travel. Demand elasticities will also vary with the level of airfares – in general, the lower the fare the greater the sensitivity to prices. On the basis of the latter point, it is likely that increases would have a greater impact on regional, rather than international, travellers.

While the Commission notes the concerns of interested parties over the possible effects of the proposed increases on demand, it appears that any consequential increases to airfares would be relatively small. In this respect, it appears unlikely that consumers’ travel decisions would be greatly affected.

14.4 Conclusion

The Commission acknowledges concerns that any further increase in prices charged by Airservices Australia could result in a contraction of demand for some services, and also create a risk that certain routes become less viable. However, it does not
appear that the increases in airfares that might result from the proposed pricing would materially affect consumer demand. The Commission is therefore more concerned in the current case to be satisfied that Airservices’ overall level of pricing reflects the cost of providing services over the medium-term.
Part C: Conclusion

15 Preliminary View

15.1 The Commission’s options

In responding to Airservices’ notification, there are several options open to the Commission. These include:

1. Not objecting to the proposed price increases;
2. Objecting to the proposed increases and requiring prices to revert to the levels prevailing in June 2002 (which are lower than current prices); or
3. Objecting to the proposed increases but not objecting to a continuation of current prices for a further twelve months.

15.2 Summary

Airservices is proposing price increases essentially upon the basis of increased costs and weaker than previously expected traffic volumes for the 2003/04 financial year.

The building block analysis provided by Airservices is set out in the table below. By way of comparison, an analysis setting out the values that would prevail in the event that the 10% mark-up on asset values was removed, and the asset beta adjusted downwards, as discussed in sections 9 and 10, is also provided.67

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUILDING BLOCK CALCULATION 2003/04 (DUAL TILL)</th>
<th>Airservices</th>
<th>ACCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indicative Revenue Estimation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on Capital for Regulated Assets</td>
<td>$33.9m</td>
<td>$31.4m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return of Capital for Regulated Assets</td>
<td>$58.9m</td>
<td>$53.6m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M Regulated</td>
<td>$444.2m</td>
<td>$444.2m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Net taxation payable</td>
<td>$9.2m</td>
<td>$8.5m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dividend Imputation Benefit</td>
<td>($4.6m)</td>
<td>($4.2m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Indicative Revenue</strong></td>
<td>$541.6m</td>
<td>$533.4m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Airways Revenue Planned**68

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Airservices</th>
<th>ACCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Over / (Under) Indicative Revenue</strong></td>
<td>($8.6m)</td>
<td>($0.4m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less net CSOs (Subsidy less Costs)</td>
<td>$10.9m</td>
<td>$10.9m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Over / (Under) Recovery</strong></td>
<td>$2.3m</td>
<td>$10.5m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

67 The Airservices figures in this table are slightly different to those in the original notification. They are based on updated estimates provided to the Commission by Airservices.

68 Includes subsidy.
On the basis of Airservices’ modelling presented above, it would earn slightly more than its ‘indicative’ revenue in 2003/04 at its proposed prices. On the alternative modelling approach, it would earn revenues approximately $10.5m in excess of the indicative amount.

Submissions to the Commission have generally opposed any price increases, noting the difficulties currently facing the aviation industry, and that Airservices’ approach to pricing exacerbates such difficulties by seeking to increase charges in times when demand is weakest. Furthermore, a number of submissions point to the issues identified by the Commission in its previous decision on Airservices’ pricing in July 2002, arguing that Airservices has failed to address these in its current proposal.

While on the basis of the financial modelling provided by Airservices, the proposed price increases should allow it to earn a return in 2003/04 close to its weighted average cost of capital, it is not clear that this is an outcome that should be expected, given the current difficulties facing the aviation industry. Rather, a forward-looking, longer-term perspective on pricing and returns might suggest that a low return in one period is compensated through higher returns in others. Over time, a reasonable average return can therefore be generated.

In this respect, a significant issue that Airservices has not addressed in its submission is the short-term nature of its pricing approach and the impact this has on its users. The Commission has significant concerns about the negative effects of pricing that runs counter-cyclical to demand; for example, greater uncertainty over airlines’ costs could increases the variability of cash flows and thus the risks associated with investment in that industry.

In reaching its preliminary view, therefore, the Commission’s strong preference for a longer-term pricing model must be weighed against the short-term financial considerations outlined above.

15.3 Conclusions

The Commission’s discretion under the PS Act is essentially limited to objecting or not objecting to price notifications put before it.

The pricing proposal put forward by Airservices fails to address issues previously identified by the Commission, such as operating efficiency incentives and asset valuation. In this respect, Airservices has not made a strong case for price increases, particularly at a time in which the aviation industry as a whole is under significant duress.

In particular, Airservices has failed to address the Commission’s preference for a longer-term approach to pricing, instead seeking temporary price increases on the basis of short-term cost and activity forecasts.

In such circumstances, the Commission considers it is obliged to object to Airservices’ proposal as it currently stands. Were it to act otherwise, there would be little incentive for Airservices to resolve the issues identified. Most particularly, there
would be little incentive for Airservices to work with its customers towards agreeing upon a longer-term pricing model, with the attendant advantages identified in this preliminary view document.

The Commission acknowledges, however, that Airservices has taken steps to address issues previously identified in relation to CSOs and dual till. Furthermore, the Commission notes that there may currently be some cross-subsidisation of the costs of terminal navigation and ARFF services by charges for en-route services.

On balance, though, the Commission’s preliminary view is to object to the current price notification. While Airservices’ proposal may be acceptable in a structural sense, such issues can and should be accommodated within a longer-term pricing model.

In reaching this preliminary view, the Commission reiterates its preference for Airservices to adopt a longer-term pricing model. This could range over a period of 3-5 years. While recognising that such a change cannot necessarily be effected immediately, the Commission encourages Airservices to negotiate with users to develop a pricing approach which facilitates sharing of volume risk, allows a greater degree of certainty and mitigates the current counter-cyclical nature of charges for its services.

### Preliminary view

The Commission’s preliminary view is to object to Airservices’ proposal to temporarily increase charges for terminal navigation and aviation fire-fighting and rescue services for 2003/04.

The Commission’s preliminary view is to not object to prices for these services remaining at current levels for a further twelve months; ie until 30 June 2004.
Appendix A: List of submissions

The Commission received submissions from the following parties regarding Airservices’ draft price notification:

- Board of Airline Representatives Australia (BARA)
- International Air Transport Association (IATA)
- Qantas
- Gold Coast Airport
- Mackay Airport
- Virgin Blue
- Regional Airlines Association of Australia (RAAA)
- Queensland Government
- HeliAust Pty Ltd

Appendix B: International experience

Given Airservices’ comments regarding the impracticality of long-term pricing, the Commission has examined the recent experiences of overseas air navigation providers and regulators. The Commission acknowledges that care needs to be taken when comparing Airservices with overseas operators as there may be variations between the operating environments. Nonetheless, it is worth noting the responses of other service providers to the current weakness in demand.

In Canada, for example, the provider of civil air navigation services, NAV CANADA, has recently released its financial results for the three and sixth month periods ended February 28, 2003. NAV CANADA is mandated to collect revenues that meet the costs of providing air navigation services. NAV CANADA plans its operations in response to an annual breakeven position after expenses have been met through customer service charges and other revenue sources, and after adjustments have been made to its rate stabilisation account.

As with Airservices, NAV CANADA is currently experiencing a downturn in activity. However, in addition to the ramifications of September 11, 2001, the slowdown of the global economy, the war in Iraq, and SARS on traffic volumes, NAV CANADA also faces uncertainty as to debts owing by Air Canada and its affiliates. NAV CANADA’s largest customer, Air Canada recently obtained an order providing protection from its creditors.

In view of these developments, NAV CANADA has announced that it will increase its customer service charges effective August 1, 2003. The Commission notes that the amount of the increase is intended to achieve breakeven results in the 2004 financial year, as well as recover the estimated revenue shortfall as of August 2003 within five years.

Similarly, in the UK, the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has recently announced its decision to allow the application by National Air Traffic Services’ (NATS) to amend the cap on charges to airlines for en route charges. After being separated from the Civil Aviation Authority, NATS’ UK en route and North Atlantic traffic charges have been subject to economic regulation since 1 April 2001, when a 5 year price path was adopted. Applying an RPI-X price cap, the CAA initially announced an X of 3% for 2002, 4% for 2003 and 5% for each of 2004 and 2005.

In response to financial difficulties faced by NATS, however, the CAA released a decision in March 2003 allowing a number of changes to the price controls. These included changes to the price cap, which from 2003-05 has been adjusted to RPI – 2 percent per annum, replacing the original cap. Furthermore, between 2003 and 2005, NATS will face no more than 50 per cent of volume risk (compared with 100% previously). This implies that, above a floor, if chargeable units rise or fall by a certain amount compared to a benchmark level, prices will fall or rise so that NATS

69 Information obtained from www.nats.co.uk. The Commission acknowledges that NATS accepts no responsibility for the information included in this report.

70 NATS, Application to Reopen the Eurocontrol Charge Control, February 2002, p1.
En Route Ltd (NERL) loses or gains only 50% of the revenue compared with a situation without volume sharing.\textsuperscript{71}

As already stated, the Commission is aware of the difficulties posed by international comparisons. However, it does note that, faced with similar conditions to Airservices, NAV CANADA has sought to achieve break-even results for the 2004 fiscal year. In contrast, Airservices’ draft notification proposes a reduction in its rate of return.

Furthermore, both NAV CANADA and NATS have been able to determine 3-5 year forward looking plans. The Commission, in its decision to not object to Airservices’ 2002/03 price notification, recommended that Airservices adopt longer-term price paths for future notifications.

Notwithstanding Airservices’ present comments to the contrary, the experience of air navigation providers in the UK and Canada suggest that, despite the currently volatile aviation market conditions, the adoption of a long-term price path by Airservices should still be possible.

\textsuperscript{71} Civil Aviation Authority, \textit{NATS’ Application to Reopen the Eurocontrol Charge Control – CAA Decision}, March 2003.